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W AS HINGT444---44la - P-Fssideat —
Carter's budget for 1979 sets an
unemployment goal of 5.8 percent and
an inflation target of 6 percent, both
within two years.
It also says the nation's gross
national product will hit the $2 trillion
mark for the first time in 1978.
AO in a projection that may dismay
some American, the budget indicates
it may be imposIble to ever get
unemployment back to the old full
employment level of 4 percent.
It said full employment now would be
4.9 percent- unemployment, and that
this might decline to 4.7 percent by 1983,
but probably not below that.,
"These rates are consistent with a 4
Aiercent rate in 1955, adjusted for
'changes in the composition of the labor
forte toward groups that typically
experience higher rates of unem-
ployment," said the budget documents,
which were sent by Carter to Congress
today.
—Carter's goals for few years
are to gradually reduce both unem-
ployment and inflation by one-half of 1
percentage point each year. The
nation's jobless rate was 64 peroent in
December and inflation, as measured
by the Consumer Price Index, was 6.8
percent during 1977.
Here are Carter's specific economic
goals for the next two calendar years:
_ . • 1978 -if- kfnempinyment, 6..2 percent in
quarter;-inflation; 6:1 per-
cent, and the GNP, lip 4.7 percent.
1979 — Unemployment, 5.8 percent;
inflation, 6 percent, and GNP, up 4.8
percent.
While those goals may translate into
what seems__Iike_a_slow rate of im-
provement to many Americans, ad-
ministration economists believe it is the
best that can be done without igniting
new inflation or --worsening unem-
ployment, since both are to be dealt
with simultaneously
Carter's economic advisers say his
$25 billion tax cut program fos 1978 is
essential to maintaining economkc
growth in the 4,5-5 percent range that
will make it possible to achieve even
the modest goals he has set.
The GNP, which is the total value of
goods and services produced in the
economy, grew by 4.9 per cent in 1977,
after discounting for inffation.
Administration economists say it would
slump to 3.5 percent in 1979 without tlie
tax help and thus could lead to an in-
crease in unemployment.
Growth below 4 percent is considered
insufficient to keep up with the nation's
growing labor force, with the result that
unemployment increases.
HELP IN SNOW — Flood control workers under the direction of the Jackson Purchase Local Officials Organization
are among the many groups and agencies that have pitched in to help during the snowy and icy conditions locally.
Here David Gamble, left and Phillip Burkeen, shovel snow from the driveway of a local disabled American Veteran.
The floodworkers have been assistin&in deliver/ of firewood, groceries and medicine to stranded local residents. _
DEUVER HOSPITAL WORKERS — Murray City Police officers have been busy during the past week transporting
workers to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The police officers have utilized the Senior Citizens' transit buses
to carry hospital workers over snow covered streets. Left to right here are Police Chief Brent Manning, Mayor
Melvin Henley, and hospital workers Lillie Hornbuckle, Thelma Parham and Vemita Blanton (iWbus).
4 Photos by Prow B. Cordon
March Of Dimes 'March' Set Jan. 23-28 Here
The Purchase-Pennyrile chapter of
the National Foundation-March of
Dimes kicks off its 1978 fund raising
drive with a series of Mothers Marches
during January. Marches will be held in
Hopkinsville, Mayfield, Murray and
Paducah.
In Murray-Calloway County, the
Welcome Wagon club is in charge of the
fund raising activities for the eighth
' co-Medi-Artie year: Mrs. Linda Knight,
President of the club is chairman of the
drive.
During the week of Jan. 23-28,
workers will be coveringlhe businesses
of the community. Flora Sautel and
Joyce Thomas are co-chairmen of this
actiaity. Working with them are Essie
Caldwell, Murrelle Walker, Betty
Brockway, Ellen Spencer, Mable
Rogers, Barbara Blalock, Becky Page,
Ruth -Ann McLemore, Olree,
Wanda Jo Moseley, and Karen Bowles.
Friday, Jan. 20, was the beginning of
the Mothers March. It was also the
March of Dimes Coffee Day in Murray.
Proceeds from the sale of coffee at
several local restaurants Friday will be
donated to the March of Dimes.
The city-wide Mothers March is being
co-ordinated by Ann McKeel and Leone
Travis. They and their workers will be
canvassing the neighborhoods intil
Jan. 29th.
Purchase-Pennyrile Chapter en-
compasses Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman,
Fulton, McCracken, Graves, Marshall,
Calloway, Livingston, Lyon, Crit-
tenden, Caldwell, Trigg, Christian and
Todd counties.
Dr. Charlene Robinson of Mayfield is
the new chapter chairman, having
served previously with both the Graves
County Mothers March and the Bike-a-
thon. She has also served 'on the
chapter's medical advisory cofnmittee.
State representative Ward "Butch"
Burnette of Fulton is a newcomer to the
- chapter-board, taking on the position of
assktarit chairman. Delia Black of
Sedalia, the former Kentucky state
youth chairman for the March of
Dimes, is chapter secretary' and Mrs.
Debbie Beck of Mayfield is the
treasurer.
The focus of the work of the March of
Dimes 7— elimination of birth defects —
is symbolized in the chapter's new
poster family, Johnny, Karen and
-Brian Mason of Mayfield.
Three-year-old Brian was born with__
multiple birth defects including spina
bifida and hydrocephalus. He has
received treatment at the birth defects
center of Vandefbilt Medical Center in
Nashville which was established with
March of Dimes funds. He now attends
pre-school at the J. U. Kevil Center in
Mayfield.
The chapter has chosen to emphasize
the whole family in conjunction with its
programs relating to parenthood
education, a spokesman said. The
foundation stresses the vital role of the
family in the health of all children, but
especially those with special problems.
After 20 years of working in the field
of birth defects prevention, the foun-
dation has developed a three-fold
program. Research into the caues and
treatment -or specific birth defects as
well as to give doctors a clearer un-
derstanding of the human body and its
functions draws over $9 million from
the national budget, the spokesman
said.
The second phase is a comprehensive
medical service program which ranges
from support of intensive care nur-
series in medical Centers in all 50 states
to support of intermediate care
facilities, nursing education, grants to
ccliiimunity hospitals and assistance to
families in getting necessary treatment
for their children. This amounts to
some $14. lnillion annually, the
spokesman pointed out.
The third phase involves education




"Because there has been such an
increase in the number of teenage
pregnancies over the last 10 years, the
foundation works closely with a number
of youth organizations to acquaint
young people With the many risks- and
complications which can accompany a
teenage pregnancy," the spokesman
said.
This group has been proven to have
thaighirit-lifel&r-iire of dead, cramaged-
and low birthweight babies, the
spokesman added. They also tend to -
neglect early prenatal care' which
might reduce some of these problems
she said.
"Concern for the unborn and the
newborn child has helped the chapter
develop a new strong alliance locally
.with the Right to Life organization:
the spokesman said. "This reverses a
-policy of a year ago, when a misun-
derstanding about the National
Foundation's position on abortion
caused the group to urge people not to
support the March of Dimes," she
added.
"Now both groups are combining
their energies--on-several educational
and medical service programs locally,
she said. "They are anxious to see
expanded facilities in western_ Iii
tucky to provide medical care for the
sick newbopn whose Condition requires
extra care but not to the degree of an
intensive' care program. They are also
planning a second Project Baby Talk
during the spring."
Additional information on the
programs and financial records of both
the national and local March of Dimes
organizations are available through the
chapter office. It is located in 519
Citizens Bank Bld. Paducah, 443-8603.
Newspaper Wins Press Award
LEXINGTON — Kentucky Press
Association (KPA ) has awarded The
Murray Ledger & Times a first place
award for news pictures.
K PA announced the winners of its fa..
newspaper contest before closing it
winter convention Saturday.
Individual writers and photographers
were awarded plaques ,or certificates
for news and feature stories, column-
sports coverage, editorials and news
feature or sports photos.
The newspaper won the first Place
award, Daily Division Class I, for news
photos. News photos entered in the
contest included photos of the Houston--
McDevitt Clinic Fire shot by fornier
staff photographer David Hill as well as
other issues of the newspaper froth the-.
-contest
•
Also at the winter convention, the.
KPA named new • officers for the
Coming year. Carroll Knicely,
publisher of the Glasgow Daily Times,
was installed as president succeeding
William E. Matthews of Press Co. Inc.,
Shelbyville.
Paul Mick, editor and publisher of the
Crittenden Press at Marion, took office
as first vice president_ Thomas
Buckner, president and general
manager of the Lexington Herald--.
Leader Co., is second vice president.
Earlier, John S. Hager, president and
editor of the Owensboro ,Messenger-
Inquirer, was elected chairman.
Associated -Press 'newspapers in
Kentucky. William S. Blakeman, editor












. Local school officials. consider
itheinselves luckier fhan some school
district heads in the state where school
children have lost almost one entire
school month because of snowy
weather.
Students attending Calloway County
School System and Murray Indepen-
dent School System haye missed eight
days.
Both city and' county officials have
started gearing for school this week.
Murray Independent School Superin-
tendent Robert Glin Jeffrey says school
will tentatively re-convene in that
system tomorrow, although one hour
later than usual.
Calloway —County Superintendent-
--'Jack Rose. says county schools will
probably be back in session by mid-
week.
"We checked tharoada yesterday and
today. We're not sure but hopefully we
can have in-service for teachers ,
tomorrow and possibly run the buses
Wednesday. Rose said that schedule is
tentative and depends largely on the
-whims of the weather. 
Whether buses run in Murray School -
System will depeRd on a road check this
afternoon, according to Jeffrey. "Some
of these back streets are still hurting,"
Jeffrey said today. Jeffrey indicated
that persons should listen to local radio
stations early tomorrow to find out - If
buses will run. Murray City System
operates five buses opposed to
Calloway's 40-plus. -
Jeffrey said the plan tonioritiC—
barrmg—inclement weather, will be to
start school one hour later than usual,
including Head Start and kindergarten
through 12.
Jeffrey praised the work of Murray
Street Superintendent Ray Clark and
his crew in getting school lots cleared of
snow. "They've done an outstanding
job," Jeffrey said.
Rose had some kind words for both
the county and state highway crews in
grading county roads.
By Friday most schools in the state
had been closed a total of 17 days, about
the same number as last winter, ac-
the high schoOrbialtetballtournainent; -
MO may schedule sattfrday-classes, Or
they may extend the school day to mate
up lost hours. .
Local district's had those same op-
tions last winter, but only a few were
forced to extend daily schedules or hold
Saturday classes because Gov. Julian
Carroll granted local school districts
the option of adding extra calamity
days. That reduced the nurnber,of days
required in the Kentncky school year.
"We're beginning to get information
from the state," Jeffrey said. The city
school superintendent said makeup
options open to the city system include
the mini break (in March), the spring
--vacation break and extending Us--
school day. "Along about the first of
March we'll have to seriously consider
what we will do," Jeffrey said.
"Ae'll just have to wait and see what
alternatives the state provides, Rose f2t
said. -The state last year provided for
extending the school day 1.12 minutes
beyond the normal school day. Rose
added that Calloway County School
'System already meets longer per
7-than- the minimum requtredAsF•Alar.---;=
. state. The Department of Education
has a minimum six hour requirement.
and Calloway meets seven hours. Rose -
said school districts aren't normally
given credit for being in school longer
- than the minimum six hours.
Mrs. Kimbrough said school officials
have not yet discussed whether to ask
the governor to declare additional
-
She laid that would be a con-





Temperatures were expected to
climb above freezing today in parts of
cording to Randy Kimbourgh, director Kentucky for the first time in two
of the bureau of instruction, Kentucky weeks, helping highway crews and the
Department of Education. Butihe _
reasons for missed schnol days this 
stale's beleaguered .rekidents in their
battle to dig out of last week's heavy
year vary, from last year, ) snow accumulations.
The main factor last Year was The But ,.-Ther National Weather ServICe
natural gas shortage, combined with also said that there was a 30 percent
transportation difficulties resulting chance of light snow tonight and a good
from icy, snow-covered roads. chance of rain or snow on Tuesday.
This winter, snow is the problem. Today's forecast for temperatures
There's no energy crunch, with the from 30 to 35 degrees.
exception of dwindling supplies of coal. Meanwhile, state police reported that
However, for most schools that's not most interstate and other highways
expected to be a problem, since they have at least one lane in good condition,
have stockpiles that are not being used but they. warned that passing lanes
while the schools are closed, were dotted with ice patches. Secon-
If the snow stops this weekend, then dary roads are still slick and hazer-
most districts should be able to make dous, police said.
up lost days with relatively little Traffic at the MarkLand Dam and
trouble._Many school districts started Locks on the Ohio River near Warsaw,
school a week or two early last fall to Ky. resumed this morning following a
build an insurance against lost days. 30-hour delay because of icing con-
_ If cdld weather and snow continue to
buffet Kentucky for another week or
more, most school districts will have a
difficult time making up lost days, she
"We can't anticipate' what . will .
happen," she added. "Only the weather
can determine that."
If it appears that extFa days built into
the school calendar won't be enought to
allow schools .to get out reasonably
early _in the .,.summer, local school
districts have several options. They
may amend the' school calendar to hold
classes during spring break or- during
inside today
ditions. However, officials said the
locking process would probably take
longer than usual.
At _least 55 school districts— in-
cluding. the state's (largest, Jefferson
County — remained closed today
because of road conditions, but most
businesses and department stores were
expected to operate at normal
schedules.
State workers also were due in at
normal startingtimes.
Meanwhile, _Gov. Julian Carroll
deactivated all but a small group of
National Guardsmen Sunday.
One Section-10 Pages
Ever felt like you were ripped off?.In case you have, you
may want to read an article in todayks opinion section
concerning the state's new small claims court system,
Page 4. A recap of the Murray State-Western game ap-
pears in today's sports section. Page 7.
sunny and warmer today's index
_•-.,....
Sunny and warmer. today with Classifieds
highs Inthe mid 30s TO near-40. Crosswords
Increasing cloudiness and ---Comies
warmer tonight with a chance for Dear Abby
rain beginning toward morning. Deaths & Funerals
Lows in the low 30s. Rain, Farm Page .
. -,Tuesday with highs in the mid Horoscope
40s. Probabilities of measurable Let's Stay Well
precipitation I0 percent - late Local Scene
teunti4trand 10percent Tuesday. Opinion Page


















• DEAR ABBY: A group of Us men were lunching
'together at our club when a man (Ill call him Mr. Duck
-11untax,/..illei-fatutaistati-aaaaou.suad-heva-sonia
ducks Put away for a11 of you:"
Another man (I'll call Mr. Big Shot) spoke up and said
"1'4 wife is an expert _at preparing-cad dO,a;Wwliy.
send all the ducks to my house and she'll prepare a duck
dinner for all of us?" averycine agreed it would be-great.
Months passed and no duck dinner. Finally, Mr. Duck
Hunter asked me if I'd ever been invited to Mr. Big Shot's
for that duck -dintier .'T told h-iinT hadn't. Then-he said he
had sent 12/111as-to Mr. Big Shot's hnuse as promised, and
that's the last he heard of therh. °
My question: Shouldn't someone ask Mr. Big Shot what
-happened to the, ducks? And if so-who-should -ask?
. NO NAMES, PLEASE
DEAR NO NAMES: -Yes. Mr. Duck Hunter should ask
him. Either the idea of the duck dinner was just ducky
with everSobody except Mr. Big Shot's wife, or'the birds
ended up iwthevraws'of Mr. Big Shot and all the Little
Shots.
In any case, lei this be a lesson/0 You. A bird in the hand
- -is- -worth- two,- in -nome-hotly-eines -free zet*-- strwext-ttme
someone offers you a gift, don't let a go-between fowl you
up.
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, Lori, is not quite 16, but
most of_her classmates are 17, and some are 18. She has
• been invited to hoy-girl party nex,t- Saturday nigkt-at the
home 4 a classmate (boy) whose parents are divorced.
WherWe asked Lori who wasngoint In chaperone this
party, she said she wasn't sure, but it would be "well
chaperoned." Abby, this boy lives with his father, who has
the rgputation for being quite a "swiiiger," and somehow
we can't see this father staying home on a Saturday night
and properly chaperoning the party.
When we told Lori that either she would have to call and
find out definitely who was chaperoning that party or she
couldn't go, she became furious and said we didn't trust




DEAR PARENTS.: No! Stick with your guns. There
should be more parents like you.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 24 and very much in love with a
21-year-old woman. Last week I asked her to marry me.
Then she said she thought0 should know that she had been
to bed with four men whom she-identified. "'Two afe in our
social circle.) . —
honesty., but !don't knoW"wheiher--1"can
ever forgive her. Every time I look at-her now I think of
those other men. _
I'm not Worried about trusting her, because she says she
loves me and has turned off alLthOughts of other men, and
I know she's sincere. But I am not sure I can ever be happy
with her knowing what I -know.
I have never been intimate with a girl. Should I go ahead
and marry her and try my best to quit holding her past
against her?
OLD-FASHIbLIED
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: Don't marry her until you
tin longer hold her past against her. A person's past
experiences (good and bad) make them what they are, so
if you "love" her, accept her, past and all, without being
judgmental.
(P.S. Be honest with her about your feelings. She may
not want to marry YOU, knowing how YOU feel.)
If you feel Left out and lonely, nr wish you knew how to
get people to like. you, my new booklet, -"Hew To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old,", is for you.
Seed 11 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped (24
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS t.9:25 
Of TR( THIRD KIND




FID-1101113" Henry 'Fonz' Winkler
2 Shows Nitely At All Theatres •
Mu. Vernon Steele of programing! drAina,--lay NEwioaki ADMISSIONS
Metrbpolis, Ill., 'will be the speaker; and retreat leader. Baby dirl Roberta (Teresa),
At this month's meeting the P.O. Boi 271', B ten Babys aker at the meeting of the
Aglow Fellowship -scheduled
for Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 10:30
a.m. at Ken-Bar Resort on
-Highway 641 in Gilbertsville. V'a,' Wan 11. fIanftton, 1000
Women of all denominations Mdfray, 'tot Vanessa
are active Aglow Mrs. Elmer, Whitby, Pad_ ;lean.; m.-dayton.azid Baby Girl, ice
Fellowships -around the anematempberachisah07m:r'irank°11 jidsilath.13er, Bena dtolthy, ilis.G AnniBef
country and all local women . L . Id. -
are invited to attend, said Verb* ---9,ttrt: CIty 0 - imowood cit m mrs.
. ..
-Mrs.  ' J. '41' JOhntoir• c4 -member r * — ehr---- 'die" Mary A. Cook, 404 N. 14th.,
Reidland, new. president. Fell hip Church in Humbolt, Tn., Mrs. Debris.
k has`beenactme BP giln*M.1 :!e1440n--The' erpea M -W
in church-related activities for
several years, and has served
her local Methodist church as
church. school teicher,
chancel choir member, and
nunerous other services. She
has als61:Feen active -in United-
-Church Women, and is a




are sch cs3c.0 to meet at the -
United campus Ministry at
7:30 p.m.
'
Recovery, Inc., will meet id
Health Center, North Seventb
and Olive Streets, at seven
p.m.
Wednesday, January' 25
Council on Ministry of the
Firit United Methodist
Church will meet in the social




of First Christian Church will
have its dinner meeting at six
with _Murray -Mayor
Melvin Henley as spetter.
Tuesday', January 24
American Agricultural
Strike Movement will meet at
seven p.m. at' the Calloway
new president, Mrs. Johnson, Boy Lreer
will preside. She is a member Henry, Tn.
of St. Frances Catholic %Fell, _ masa
in'-PadOcah. also serv'
new officers are the rola
• •
Aglow 11 ellowship- To
r*—^
HOSPITAL NEWS 1
Hold Meet ng Tuesday °,:,ciI48
Pe 'Rt. 1, 
ensen, , a member
the First Baptist Church
Bento-n.- - -di •
Aglow is a Charismatic
fellowship of v- Christian
women, which began in the
-Paducah area in January of -
- 1976. An average of.100.women
attetld each meeting at the
Ken-Bar Resort, and many
other women have par-
ticipated in the weekly Bible
studies which meet in various
homes around the area.
Anyone interested in having a
Bible study. in her home; or
attending on the existing Bfble
studies, may call the
898-3100, or any of the local
officers, whose numbers are 01-16-78




New memberships are due 4rserYNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
atthis-first "'Ming-4111"e' Baby Boy Richerdson
(DollY), 1020 Raymond St.,
Paris, Baby .Girl Keel
1Brenda), Rt. 1, Murray.
-DISMISSVS
Mrs. Carl D. Crass and
Baby Girl, Catalina Ct.,
Murray, James S. Rutland,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Julia L.
Phillips, 602S. 9th. Murray,
Mrs. Edna Y.Moyseriko„,827 S.
2nd., Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy
14Ontgomery; ,1f‘04 Belmont,
'Murray, Mrs. :panne Mahan,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Charlotte A.
Previne, 206 S. 9th., Murray,
Miss Yvonne J. Pritchett, Rt.
Presented 
2, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn E.County Court House. A report
by the persons .going to Parks,-Rt. 4, Murray, 
Oscar
Washington, D. C., will be D. Gardner, 407 
Yates, Paris,




persons are invited, upholstered, piece-As- hidden P" '2'w""
opiar 
 Murray"
Trfim sight: it's not all that Clayton C. Dickerson 
(ex-
hard to get your money's pired), 1633 Catalina Dr.,
'Worth. You can safely base Murray:
-••••••.-
Let's Stay Well By F.J.1- Blasingarne, M.D.
Q: Mr;. F. H. inquires
about the proper tempera-
ture of the home for aged -
per
He =other and father,
in their upper 70s, live in
an adjacent .apartment,
and its temperature can be
soar ccolitrolled.
• Sin e onset of the so-
called energy crisis, an
effort has been made to
. Yon, Me Pearl St., -kee the   t
Tuesday, lienuary 24
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
, Health Center at seven p.m,
Murray Quota Club is
scheduled to meet at twelve
noon at the Triangle Inn.
Lake Area Singles are
scheduled to have a special
children's affair at the Bank of
Marshall County at Benton at
seven p.m.
"I Pugin In Tosco," an
Italian. film by _Marco
Bellocchio, will be presented
by Murray State, the Ken-
tucky Arts Commission, and
the National Endowment for
the Arts at seven p.m. in
Room 423, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission is
free.,
Wednesday, January 25
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray Country Club is
cancelled for this week.
Thursday, January 26
Magazine Club is scheduled
to- meet at the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie at two p.m.
Note change of place..
The Zeta Depoztment of the
Murray Wc,e4e?i"s Club is
schedulett meet at the club (
house at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at the Dexter-
Hardin United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. ,
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Joe Sills at
seven p.m.
Wildlife film, "Four Fathom
World," will be presented by
Harry Pederson at seven 11,01.
in the auditorium, Student
Center. For inforMation 'call
Dr. M. D. Hassell, 762-2786.
Piano -recital by Vickie
Hays, Paducah, will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Old Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
—Murray State.




Housihold shower for Mr.
and Mrs. John Cooper and two
daughters, Brenda and Sheri,
Whose. home and contehts
were destroyed by fire on Jan.
19, will be held at the Salem
_Baptist Church from 'six
. 1130 p. Persormurishing to
have items pickedep may call
425-4426_435-2479, or 435-4574..
C .
year, but all women may
attend the meetings, Whether
they become dues-paying
members or not. The mem-
ISerAip dues for-each yeafare
only $3.00, and helps to sup-
port the National office of




your decision on certain
tell-tale outside features and
on the integrity Of the
manufacturer and the-dealer
The above hints can help
you as you go about your
furniture shopping. Read the
labels • carefully, too. --Thpy
are your. cue to the care.
durability -and performance
of the fabric and other
materials used in the
construction of the piece.
If you find skillful tailoring,
it usually means you can
count on .high-quality
workmanship throughout. If
the tailoring, is shoddy,. it's a
clear signal all is not well.
Following are features you
should insist upon:-
1. The grain or weave in
the fabric should be straight
with the frame of the piece.
2. Hems and pleats should
hang straight and patterns
should be centered and
matched. .
3. Cording and welting
should be sihooth, straight
and firmly stitched. --
4. Cushions should be
snug-fitting and reversible.
5. upholstery should be
strong and closely woven.
SoiTreSistant finishes are a
big plus. .
6. Exposed wood surface
should be smooth -a ntt-






NON- ,411::*o - E,E
GEuF RA-riNc„ p,-4p-I-r S -T HE
fENNE5.5EF VALLEY
ALIT,40R,Ty ,NSTAL.LA-ro/.4 A -
PARArtsr,KENtvi.icy WITH A
2 Mit-u0/J .500 inotssioito
WI IONA-Tr C-APALITY
.Paris, Mrs. Carol R. Un-
derwooct, Rt._ 5, Paris, Mrs.
Sarah F. Rusaell, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Miss Vickie J.
Hays, Gep,4 Del., Ledbetter,
Larry D7 Shekell, Rt. 3,
Murray, Miss Barbara E.
, Tucker,- 500 'Olive, Murray,
-Lomon C. Mcfit-iiigal, Dill's
Tr. at., Murray, -Mrs. Helen
Terrell, Rt. 6, Mayfield, Urie
F. Kelso, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Mary L. Balentine, R/. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn L.
Allbritten, 1510 Cardinal,
Murray, Mrs. Lora A. Ash-
craft 1608 Magnolia, Murray,
ilareee 4, Franks (expired),





Baby Boy Odom (Linciaj,
'Rt. 5, Benton; Baby Girl Wood
(Lemela), Box 82, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda K. Moon, 510
Irvin St., Paris, Master Chad
Moons, P.O. Box 173, Sedalia,
Ky., Miss Tracy Foutch, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Margaret L.
Campbell, Rt. 5, Paris, Mr.
Thomas R.. Bouland„ RL 3,
Calvert City., Ky., Mr. H.
Doug Allison, 1523. London,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy A.
Orten, Rt. 2, Murray, Mr.
James G. Call, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Diana L. Chadwick,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Pamela
R. Hoke, 1603 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mr. Joe D. Rasp-
berry, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Martha L. Sanderfer, Rt. 1,
Wingo, Mrs. Thelma J.
Nanney, Rt. 1, Benton, Mr.







Mrs. Nell J. Wilson, Bx 75
Dexter, Ben C. Grogan, Rt. .3,
Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Hargrove, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs.
Anne L. Beane, Rt. 5 Murray,
Mrs. Shirley A. Knight, Rt. 3,
Murray. Miss Sandra J.
Marlar, 303 Sandra St., Paris,
'fn. Mrs. Ruby A. Valentine,
101 E Griswold Rd, Phoenix.
Az. Mrs. Dora A. Jones, Rt. 3
Murray, Mrs. Marlene Th-
weatt, Rt. 3 Benton, Mrs.
Karen A. Byars, Rt. 5 Benton,
Mrs. Rebecca D. Youngblood,
Rt. 2 Springville, TN, Riley W.
Dunn, Rt. 6 Bx 50 Murray,
Mrs. Donna R. Anderson, Rt.
6, Box 336 A Paris, TN, Mrs.
Lula M. Harris, Rt. 1 Sedalia,
Mrs. Maudie J. Crass, 413 N.
4th Murray, Owen T. Causey,
414 S. 8th Murray, Mrs.
Lorraine C. Geib, Rt. 1 Far-
mington.
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- Free for the Asking!
Write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE •









( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)- aY!
Crush any desire to postpone
important moves. Strike while
the time is 'propitious and the
opposition is off-balance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stars present a'quiet picture.
Inject a bit of pep into activities
*here needed. Incintive can be
-lairored to meet- - top-
requirements.
GEMINI-
(May 22 to June 21) IL4P-
A potent Mercury day
stimulates your versatility,
ingenuity and general mental
alertness. Cooperate with
helpful influences and it will
payoff. '.-
CAN‘ER
(June 72 to July 23)07.
----Be guided by logic in stress-
periods. • 'Give anxiety no
quarter. Be prepared to cope
with scazie minor obstacles
- which may appear.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) alfg
Don't let your enthusiasms
get the better of you. Your
ambitions should be controlled
if the course they take makes
you ruthless with others.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IV%
Some changes or adjustments
may be necessary. If so, handle
in your usual philosophical
manner. Where you- Should
"stand pat," however, be firm
- but with tact.
LIBRA ,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .An
YOU may find yourself drawn
in two directions at once. This is
the time to stop, look and listen.
And, remember, the "easy"
road is not necessarily the best
one. •
winter-empe a-
ture to 65 degrees F during
--the day and about 20
grees F lower at night. -
These temperatures have
caused discomfort to her
parents in spite of extra -
clothing during the day
and additional bedding at
night. -
With the rising cost of
fuel, Mrs. F. H. writes that
sh7.and her husband have
0 / mg
4.
decided to increase the
temperature for her par-
ents: apartment, and she
wants to know what is
considered the best tem-
perature for such aged per-
One of the siglik of a
Igor such-as Seen
• am *Older persons is
their intolerance to cold.
Their heat regulating
mechanisms, such as shiv-
ering, often do not work as
well as informer fears:- - -
Taking the temperature
of an aged person who has
been exposed to a
moderately lower --tem-
perature, such as 50 de-
grees to-60 degrees F, may
show that the body tem--
perature is not at or near
the normal. of 9111.degrees




- FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 24, 15711
What -kind- of day will SCORPIO
torndrrpw be? To find out what (Oct 24 to Nov. n) give/le
the stars say, read the forecast Something you hear may
given for your birth Sign. cause you to susillect backstage
maneuvering, but don't let it
_lessen your self--confidence.
Keep going as you planned and
ignore rumors.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )e
Your veFiatility pays cif nowt-
-, An ingenious suggestion you
make in a tricky lob situation
not only works out but wins
plaudits. -
CAPRICORN .
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 'V
Avoid a 'strong tendency-
toward wishful thinking.
Realism and objectivity needed
In all situations. Optimism, too!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -1-'41
Don't "jump to hasty con-
clusions. Even where long-
postponed changes are due, do
not make them impulsively.
Best, efforts could be rendered
futile by -anxiety, premature
action.
PISCES
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
" Certain situations could
' disconcert - IF you permit.
Don't look to the past for an-
swers. Look to the future and,
for the present, ride with the
tide.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect, a
gregarious personality and
extremely lofty ambitions. You
have a vivid imagination and
have a high regard for artistry
and education in all their forms.
Dignity and grace are strong in
your Sign, but there are also
tendencies toward excessive
volubility. These should be
curbed. You would make an
excellent lecturer, journalist,
linguist, teacher, interior
decorator or writer. Birthdate
of: Ernest Zorgnine, -film star,
Neil Diamond, singer; Edith
Wharton, writer.
95 degrees or 96 degrees F
(hypothermia or lowered
- body temperature Is lir-
fined at 95 degrees 79.
Such a gradunt loss of
temperature may be an
indication of the lack Of the
ahility titan older person to
maintain normal body
temperature.
Such tern lure loss
_should Ile regarded_ an im-
portant in an older person,.
- If the temperature is over
90 degiereir, uiüally body
warming can be managed
at horree•-If the tempera-
ture ist. 90. degrees F or _
lower:Vie eendition should




ture required-by the aged
is that which keeps them
ComfOrtable and maybe 72
degrees to 75 degrees F. It
is false economy to try to
save on fuel and encourage
illness and an attendant
exPOnse-Such_liiigher_ tern.- _
iterature allows the-person
Ed move about freely and to'
exercise without feeling
chilled.
In such warmer inside
air, especially when the
outside air is very cold, the
humidity may drop-to very
low levels below 20 percent
of moisture saturation.
Such dryness can itnpair
the norninctions of tke.
respiratory tract. Moisten-
ing the air with pMnts,
open pans of water on the
heater, or with a .humidi-
fier will add to comfort and
help to prevent respirato
Made To Frei:Fe
Cooking enough for tW8
meals at once is a time-saver
for busy cooks, and proper
freezer storage assures a de-
licious second meal. Pieces
of cooked meat freeze best
- when combined with cooking
liquid, a sauce or gravy, ad-
___vises the National Live Stock
and Meat Board-. The sauce
or gravy assures a More air-
tight spackage -arid protects
the meat during freezer stor-,-
age. The cooked:meat shoo(d
be packaged carefully, leav-
ing space at the top of the
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USDA Is Allowing
of Brucellosis 'Payment
ATLANTA,•Ga. —Parnierw— -Ptatzr at e'" Indemnity-
'who= breed* swine are payments for cattle up to $50
destroyed because of for grades and $100 for
brucellosis may no* be paid purebreds now may be made
for their loss,__the--U.-4.---for non-reactor (bru
Department of Agriculture's exposed) animats;--when an
j Agriculture's Animal and entire herd_ i4-- -to
Plant Health Inspection slaughtered because . of
Service ( APHIS), has an- brucellosis.
' flounced. Formerly, indemnity for
- The regulations were exposed animals was based On
changed to allow an indemnity the difference betWeen an-
of $25 per head for registered_ appraised vitae and the
purebred, crassbred. inbred salvage amount received at
or hybred breeding swine, and slaughter, within maximum
$10 for other breedingeswine. limits.
• Other changes - simplify APHIS officials said the new
procedures for paying in- indemnity procedure will be
demnity on brucellosis- less costly to thf government
exposed cattle, and make it and will speed the payn!ents to
possible to extend the 15-day Farmers in those situations.
time limit for sending infected , This change brings the
exposed animate' te precede-re —in at'r t e
slaughter At -case of flood, payments) for certain ex-
severe freeze or other natural posed cattle ailine with the
causes. . procedure alrady in effect for
The changes were first infected cattle
announced as proposals on The changes are published
Aug. 4 andall public.0ininentt -in..the Dec_ 23 Xederel-
received were fairorable. Register.. Persons desiring a
The -measures should help Copy may write to the deputy
speed the eradication of administrator, Veterinary
brucellosis in this country — Services, APHIS, USDA,
the goal of a cooperative state- Hyattsville, MD. 20782.


















Mrs. Ted Potts of Murray Route Seven, was chosen-at
FFA Member of the Month for _ December by the
Calloway County chapter Otik-e-riCure Fanners—a--
America. Potts was chosen as a _result of being high
salesman during the chapter's anjaI sales period. Dan
sold 140 items to place him in first ace. He is a junior at
Calloway County High school.
Cader, With Agrarian Background,
s In Trouble With Nation's Farmers
the agrarian South and one-
time peanut fanner, is in
trouble with farmers, large
numbers of whom believe the
administration isn't trying
hard enough to-improve their
economic plight.
As.the President enters his
second Srearin cace, helacert
-increasing pressure from or-
-ganized farm groups and from
the American Agriculture
Movement, a looaely-knit
-band of farmers that
presentelLthe country with a
strike on:Tee. 14.
Carter personally met with
representatives of striking
farmers during -a tChristmas
ASCS Is Taking
of Mi. and
By DON KENDALL holiday visit to his hants4ovis
AP Farm Writer of Plains, Ga., and
WANINGTON (AP) — Agriculture Secretary Bob




ingly militant farmers are de-
manding action, not words.
And Bergland has reiterated
the administration's view that
the government cannot
guarantee profits for farmers,
no more than it could for any
other element of the private
sector':
Much of the -fend revolves
about parity — an economic
yardstick long familiar to
those who harvest the soil and
run the government, but a
--term • • -that doesn't
automatically ring bells for
America's conittming public.-
Theoretically, when the







' IStireltasing power their
- Applications are -nu-being.




states plus- Puerto Rice and Spee dlin To be eligible for a new farm
the Virgin Islands participate, F
according to APHIS officials. expect to receive more than 50
allotment, the operator must_
Ale° called Bangs disease,
• farthing. Neither the farmbrucellosis affects both 
-
In this country, cattle and — to
human form is undulant fever. FrOm Bankrupt. acke-r
livestock and man. The
a lesser extent. — swine are By GARY HUDDLESTON •
the main animal victims fo the A number of southern and They're more interested in policy strongly opposes anyeasily spread disease. western-Kautucky- farmers -bankruptcy hearings in- increase in cigarette taxes,Indemnifying, cattle and livestock market volving Frosty Morn, a since government at all levelsproducers for bru_c.ellosis operators have become Tennessee meat packing currently receives more than—losses ii - a -Iong-standi.118 regular visitors to Nashville concern that recently asked to five times the revenue fromprocedure. Now, indemnity • recently, but neither Opryland be placedlri receivership. The tobacco that tobacco growers::also may be paid for certain _ _
swine. 
nar'eanntrY. nlihrie is their firm's action % has - left its earn _for their 'CrO-Ps: Federal
attraction. former patrons, including taxes amount to 8 cents a
farmers and market
operators% unpaid for cattle
and hogs marketed through
Frosty Morn its last weeks of
operation.
Legal officials believe -the
case could attract national
attention before it's finally
resolved, since it provides the
first test of a new packer law
passed by Congress two years
ago.
That legislation was
designed to protect livestock
producers from non-payment
by meat packers.who-run into
financial difficulty. The law
states that farmers, in effect,
shall yave first access to the
remaining funds during
bankruptcy proceedings,
ahead of banks 'or other
creditors who may Submit
claims.
A total of 42.9 million may




- We're a farming community.. and the
people around here have special finan.,
cial needs. We'll service those ilitedsihe
best way we know how.. .with complete
financial support. See us!
Bank of
,Djg
FFA MEMBER OF MONTH — Dan
Attention Farmers
All eligible landowners and farmers can now get
group insurance... (Excess Major Medical )...at low
Group Rates.
For a free brochure call
Bennett & Associates
203 South 5th St., Murray, Ky.
753-7273 or 759-1486
Lending a Hand.,
in Kentucky, Tennessee and
other states, who have not
been reimbursed for meat
animals they shipped to
Frosty Morn's 'Clarksville,
Tenn., and other regional
packing plants. Livestock
associations in several states,
and the Kentucky and Ten-
nessee Farm Bureaus are
monitoring the case closely on
behalf of members who are
among the creditors.
Attorneys are currently -
asking the bankruptcy referee
to place the firm's remaining
assets in a trust fund for
payment to farmers.
Prospects for an early set-
tientent in. the case are un-
certain, they note, especially
if theittiew law is-challenged in
court by coinnefirig creditors.
No Swap Seen
For Utility, Cigarette Taxes
Kentucky farmers will be
unwilling to swap lower taxes
on utility bills for increased
cigarette taxes, a top farm
legislative official -has
predicted.  . -
E. N. Kesler, legislative
director for Kentucky Farm
said such' a move ii-•
being rumored among
lawmakers seeking to remove
the sales tax from home
heating bills during the
current session of the General
Assembly.
Gov. Julian Carroll has said
any revenue lost by the state
from removal,of thautility bill
levy would have to be made
uThis has given rise to calls
by some members ,of the
legislature to increase the
current 3 centafercad state -
cigarette tax.
Keeler said Farm Bureau
pack, and state levies vary
from 2 cents to 21 cents .per
package of 20 cigarettes.
"..̀ A farmer might save a few
dollars each year through
removal of a 5 per cent tax. on
his utility bill, but each in-
crease in tobacco taxation
constitutes a serious threat to
the long-term health of the
industry," Kesler noted.
Another factor for state -
officials to consider, he said, is
that revenue gains by the state
treasury from higher
cigarette taxes might fall
short of expectations. Many
observers predict that
cigarette sales in Kentucky
could show a significant
decline in the face of a tax
increase, especially if
allegations are 'true that
substantial .numbers of-
cigarettes bought in Kentucky--
are shipped to high-tax states
for resale._
Tobacco contributes more
than $2 billion to Kentucky's
economf, with three-fourths
of that total going to non-farm
segments, such as cigarette
manufacturing, warehousing
retail business and agri-
business. Noting that the tax
proposals have come from
just a few members of the
legislature, Kesler said any
cigarette tax increase ceuld
damage the state's overall
economy and "would not be in





• Joe Matt Wilson, Jr., and
Doyle Cunningham have been
named area field service
directors for the Kenturky
Farm Btireau Federation.
Wilson, 24-,- a native of
Georgetown, will coordinate
Farm Bureau member-
service programs .in 12
eastern Kentucky counties.
Cunningham, 28;---fr-tim
• Breeliinridge County, will
_ _work in 12 counties in western
Kentucki,-- TePlacing Toni
Swatzell, who has joined the
Webster County Farm-Bureau
Insurance Agency.
Wilson is a former career
underwriter for the Scott
County Farm Bureau
Insurance Agency and was




He holds a BA in accounting
from Georgetown College. HO
and his -wife-teen Plarr to
make their home in Rich-
mend.
percent of his income from
forebears enjoyed prier _to
World War II. 'Current
government statistics show
tliat farmers get prices that
are far below 100 percent
parity for their products-...
Prices of wheat and corn are
far below the record levels of a
few years ago; farm income Is
d4wn; expenses are still
owner ,or or tave__ c_t_imbing, and pulpy farmers
say they'll strike until- the
an interest in any other farm• .
which will have a 1978- tobacco 
government balls them out.
allotment. The person 
Others say the mounting costs
ate simply driving them off
requesting a new tobacco
the .
perience of 




have said much of the
two yeats in the past five.




fu&iy publicized and vocal
tobacco allotment may be • - -
-minority led by the American
filed at. tile County ASCS




vho Caw _meet these.
requirements should contact
the Calloway County ASCS
-Office before the final date for
filing an application. -,
ftiosa7,),°1
•









With A Gigantic Truck Load Safi
strike is counterproductive.
As a national group, far-
mers have relatively little
political clout. They and their
familtes number about 7.8
million, less than 3.6 percent
•
of the MS. population.
An Agriculture Departmgit
official notes, however, that
Carter, too, is a farmer and -
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HORSE FEED
We Can Mu s To Your Specific/noes a SupoliOirelstilest 
DOG FEED
SPORT AU — TRY /fl
Hooters and Kennel Owners As AMR OW aser;ei Pate af
and Over Approved By The Nitisnillineca &Olt
EQUIPMEIVT
• wilaisAaixerlieuTORS
Farm Equipment, Livestock Feeders and iltalwere .
AN1Af4L HEAL m SIPPLE'S
A fun and Complete Line of Products ter Nimbi. 01 Lennie
Disease. Prescription Drots Available Thracli Yen istanswin.
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qoalifisil brans, Veer Asiati
Hearth heeds!, Work Together
A NEWIERVICE . -.
- -ifinfil4RY NUTRITIONAL NiCOLACI 
... COMPRISED Of:
----11,11101PFORMIANTON
HERO HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS 
_
-
PRE-Miz ANO RED ADDITNE !Ma
Your neighteNutrena knows hOw to hero--
-Announces
Its
4rupsoiewit 24% Dog Food $75° 501.h Bag
Let Tim Erwin .Mgr.
Rick Paschall or Bobby Coles
Help You Out With
v SEED FERTILIZER & LIME
SUPERSWEET FEEDS
v CUSTOM HAULING GRAIN BUYING
v COKER, PAG, &
NORTHRUP KING SEED CORN
SOUTHERN PLANTERS INC.
Hazel, Ky..
. Max-Carolyn Parks Owners
Itt. 4 Murray 753-6227 or 753-6248
4984132
Eirz Key Tersrriitteot7FMeegcr.is. 
302-3911-2133.
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WASHINGTON - Exactly one month
before Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat called his envoys back to-Cairo to-
halt peace talks with Israel, the war-
ning that failure loomed was sounded
TsfaeTi pertne" Minister''
Menahem Begin's visit to Washington: -
The warning took this form: an ex-
_ tremely_cleyer apd 1arge.444eer.sflii
_political ploy by egin during his Dec.
16 flying trip here to show tharhe had
won President Carter's total support
for the Israeli response to Sadat.
That set (t)ff alarm bells that the
President muted in hopes of an in-
tervening miracle. His hope.: Unit' the -
old militant Zionist Menahem Begin,'
achieving power late in life, had
become a crusader for peace. Events
Since then suggest that, whether
because of domestic politics, in-
flexibility or tdterior motive, he is the
same old Begin.
After long talks with Mr. Carter a
_ mod-1th ago, Begip addressed his
Parliament Dec. 28, In diet speech, he _
referred to the American leaders."who
praised our peace plan as fair, 'as -
constructive, as a breakthrough." He
claimed the "massive moral support"
of the administration and congressional
leaders in both parties.
- Mr. Carter was pressed hard by
• -Begin-to give just such a glorious
though unrealistic - appraisal of
Begin's peace plan The President
wisely refused.
Instead, deeply disappointed by what
Begin was offering Sadat, Mr. Carter
actually gave the lowest possible
response he could conceive: Begin's
plan was a "constructive" start for
negotiations. The State 'Department
- later passed word to its`diplomati that
the Israeli offer responding to Sadat's
coerageops trip.to Jerusalem should be
described as ' a gOod beginning.—
Thus was President Carter served
notice of what -Begin intended. Begin's
"good beginning" was also his end -
pogitions adhered to ever since and with
a rising harshnegof rhetoric.
Begin's harsh words transformed
'.Sadat's dream for a 'quick, sweeping
pFarce- -into- a- nightmare of 'haggling
-between Arab and Jew over
procedures: formulas and agendas. It
was Sadat's hope to escape such tor-
tuous-negotiating tactics that drove him
to Jerusalem.
No Carter administration expert
underestimates Begin's political
problems within his own hawkish Heru
..pirty; the Main component of Israel:6
governing coafftion. Suggesting even
modest concessions to Sadat lost Begin
hisiong4ime-poli4ie&14ftlimete,
Katz, and ,sacrificed support from the
fanatical religious group called Gush
Emunim and some religious factions in,
. the parliament.
Nevertheless, U.S. officials recently
started. worrying that Begin was using_
these potentially serious cracks in his
. political alliance as a pretext for
inexcusable negotiating positions.
Some officials here were angered by
Begin's hard statement early this week.
that Israel woull_never yield on Jewish
"settlements" - actually good-sized
towns - in the Egyptian Sinai
conquered by Israel in 1967. Such a slap
in Sadat's face was perceived by them
as a calculated humiliation of Sadat..
Other officials _felt it also meant Begin .
feared to persuade his country to ac-
cept the kind of peace Sadat offered,
and deliberately courted failure.
, This view was strengthened_
Begin' delviered -his insensitive toast at
the Jan. 17 state dinner in Jerusalem
for the Egyptian peace delegation. It
was the second. time Begin had used a
formal social occasion to compare the
Palestine Liberation Organization
entirely cut out of the current talks to
"Nazi murderers." It seemed
deliberately intended to affront the
Egyptians.
Such language added to growing
signals that Begin was courting failure .
in the most. hopeful peace opportunity
ever offered since -the birth of Israel.
An earlier sign was Begin's in-
sistence' On 'Calling the West -Bank of
Palestine; by the biblical names
"Samaria and Judea'. thereby
claiming its historical link to Israel -
in Writing the agenda for the Jerusalem
talks. Only a threat by Mr. Carter to
boycott the talks brought Begin around.,
permitting-an agenda tote insrrilsed.
, For Sadat, ;the Jerusalem breakup
holds unknown -dangers of awesome
dimension. But for Begin it poses at
least a slim possibility that the 30-year
EARTLiNE.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Heartline
column .published January 13, included
an answer to a question that was in-
complete. The complete answer should
have read: The allowed amount of
earned income for. Social Security
recipient under age 65 is $3,248 for 1978.
This is increased from $3,000 in 1977.
Social Security recipients 65 and over _
- tan tarn $4,000: - - -
..HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and stove problesms-fast. If
jrou have a question or a problem not
'answered in these columns, write
'HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, bait you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
_ envelope. The most useful replies will
-be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me if
Medicare will cover my wife for kidney
.- dialysis treatment? I am 63 and am
.1,drawing my social security benefits.
' My wife is 59 years old and she is not on
.social security. C. R.
A. _Yes, Medicare. would provide
coverage for your wife for the kidney
- dialysis treatment. The following group
of people are eligible for Medicare
coverage for kidney dialysis treatment.
-All people who are on Medicare.
-A worker who is already drawing
social 'security benefits but has not yet
turned age 65.
-A worker who has enough quarters
of coverage under social security to be
eligible for a retirement benefit.
-The spouse or dependent child of a
worker who is already eligible for
social security benefits or drawing
their social security benefits-:-
For people who are now on the
Medicare program or will soon be
turning 65 and going on Medicare,
Heartline now has 'available their brand
1978 vet 4-"Heartlirteis Guide
....to Medicare." This book -is still written
in easy to understand question and
answer form, but the 1978 issue has
• much more information. Included in
the new issue are the new deductibles
for part "A" Medical insurance, more
items and conditions that' Medicare
covers, a more concise explanation of
reasonable charges, and detailed in-
'etructions on how to fill our • your- -
' Medicare claim form.
• You can receive the 1978 "Heartline's
Guide tCr Medicare" by sending $1.75,to
Heartline:s Guide to Medicare, 1,14 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
. .45381.This •book is_ completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
.your money will tie cheerfully refun- '
Please affersr weelet
delivery.
HEARTLINE: Lately I have been
receiving ,a lot of mail from different
companies wanting me to apply for
their credit cards. I have never had any
as I always pay cash for all of my
purchases. I was thinking about getting
one at a local store but I am still not
sure. My main concern is losing one of
Them: Can yoli give me any advice on
this? S. F.
A. Credit cards are almost as
numerous in consumers' wallets these
days as dollar bills. Perhaps more so.
Losing a credit card, however, is not
quite as bad as the pisappearance of a
wallet full of money. It is always wise to
carry only the credit cards that will be
needed on a particular shopping trip or
journey, leaving .the others safely
locked up at home. The name and serial
number of each credit card carried
should always be 'jotted down and
placed in an inside pocket, a glasses
case, or auto glove compartment, so
that prompt notification can be made if
the credit card itself is lost or stolen.
Some insurance companies include a
limited amount of coverage aginast
misuse of credit card in home owner's
policies; others offer it for an additional
charge although it does not provide an
insurance policy, the Credit Card
Srrvice (4660 Kenmore- Ave.,
Alexandria, VA 22304) offers a service
by subscription that includes
notification of all credit card com-
panies of the loss and arranging for a
loan to cover transportation back home
of the credit card owner.
HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old. I
have just gone on Medicare. In the last
few months I have been boraarded by
insurance salesmen and literature
through the mail trying to get me to buy
a supplemental policy for my..
Medicare. I have read a lot about
Medicerts-andl-Knn-What I .see they do
not pay an ample, amount of your
medical bills. I feel that I need a policy,
but I also need some advice. Can you
help me? J. J.
A. The Heartline staff has run Mt°
this problem many times. There are
hundreds of insurance companies of-
fering hundreds of different types of
- health insurance policies so to decide
MmHg the best policy for you isfrvery
• hard thing to do. Heartline has put
together, some facts and other pertinent
iefOrmation to assist you in your pur-
chase of health insurance. For yoPr
free copy of thig information, write to:
Heartline-Health . Insurance, 114 E.
Dayton, St., West -Alexandria, Ohio-
•45381. Please enclose a long, self--
-- addresseitStemped'eirselepet.
love affair between the U.S. and Israel
will soon enter a slight cooling period. •
That danger might give sophisticated
Jewish leaders and pro-Israeli
politicians here e chence to persuade,
ilegin that Sadat's diplomatic demands
do not carry such fearsoMe dangers for
Israel's security.
Rep. -Olen) Zablociri- -Of --ifisconslff,-- -
who as chairman of the House Inter-
national Relations Committee has
never deviated from support for Israel,
confided to an Israeli official in
Jerusalem this week: "Israel has not
yet resP._?nclecl to, Sadat." Now, for the
time being at least, there is nothing left
to respond to.
Isn't It The Truth
Biometeorologists have learned that
children are more likely to be con-
ceived when a cold front moves in
during an abrupt change in the
weather. What a blockbuster idea for






Murray Lecke,- & Times Editor
It seems that everyone has had
trouble getting around over -the past
Week or so, 'even the, postman took a
holiday because of the snow and ice.
-Bid-the actigas oftinesmill-dedicated.'
group has reOkreed. ovrcbellef lila( the
young- -0..ople- who---Jziaily deliver The
Murray-Ledger 81 Times to our sub-
-Scribers are some-of the most top-notch
young individuals in Murray and
Calloway County.
The' ch...ulation department of this
newspaper has faced a yeoman's job in
getting the bundles of newspapers to
our young carriers along the ice-coverd
streets of our community.
And after we got the papers to them,
our carriers came through, and
delivered the paper to you, the sub-
scriber. '
They have fought the slick conditions
on bicycles, wading the knee-high snow
drifts on foot and some even in autos to
get the paper delivered.
0 + 0
We have not yet missed a day of
publication and do not plan to miss a
day of publication because of foul
weather.
One reason we are able to continue to
publish, despite the conditions that
forced many local businesses to close
early or completely for a few days, is
the dedication of our staff and of our
carrier force.
The loyalty of our Staff has proved
itself throughout this winter of 1978. Our
people have been on the job.every day
since the first snow fall almost two
weeks ago. .
We've pushed each other's cars out
when they became mired in the snow,
we've banded closertogether in
producing this newspaper for the
people of Murray and Calloway County.
Without this spirit of loyalty, we too,
might have been forced to close our
doors a day or two during the worst of
the weather  ....Bur_that thought never
entered our; minds. We know our staff is
dedicated and we knew, if at all




.tvery valley shall be exalted and
every mountain shall be made low:
and the crooked shall be made
straight, and the rough, places plain.
Isaiah 40:4 '
The future to the prophet vvd,
ri splendor. I_(t u, join hand,
Benetit, dnct 1,1divine energ
will occur
iViiirrgy Ledger & Times
Publisher Waiter L. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCidsheon
The 
Murray____ 
& Times is published
every afternoon except Swidays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newapers. Inc 103 N. 4th St,
Murray, I;y. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42Q71,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Th., $17.50 per
year. ,By mail to other destinations, $33.5.0 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association araiewativern,Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local pews originated by The .fturray •




Retail (Display Advertising- ,  753-1919
arculation - 753-1916
40;1i.18PollfE.re_ .... . 75,1-19t11_
or her part. „
0+0
And it still come back to our-cir-
,culation staff and carrier force. Just
setting the type and 'Printing., 'a
newspaper doe, ni) one any good if it's
not deliverartF-7-7-7- -
And our carriers delivered.
a




The old saying which credits mail
carriers with making their appoiled
rounds irrespective of the adversity of
the: weather is, of course, passe. But
fortunately for these of us whohave our
Ledger & Times delivered_ by James
Stom, the saying dill has meaning.
During the recent series of snow storms
our paper was. delivered every day -
no paper was wet; no paper was lost.
I extend my personal thanks to Mr.
Stom for his outstanding service. It is
, good to know' that intrepidity is not a






From The Ky. Attorney General
Have you ever felt like you were
"ripped off?" If you are unable to settle
your consumer complaint then take the
law into your own hands and sue in the
Small Claims Division of District Court.
The Kentucky Small Claims Court
became effective January 2, 1978, and
will assist consumers and businesses in
settling disputes of $500 or less.
The Small Claims Division was
designed so that consumers or
businesses with claims of $500 or less
can file a claim f' or defend themselves'
without the assistance of an attorney.
However, you can employ an attorney
to handle your case if you desire.
The procedures used in the Small
Claims Division Court are very simply
and informal. The two parties involved
in the dispute go to Court at the
designated time and tell their sides of
the disagreement to the Judge. The
Judge listens to each side, then makes a
decision based on the law governing the
facts presented. No injuries are used in
the Small Claims Division. _
To file a claim in the Small Claims
Division follow these steps:
- (1) Go to the office of the Circuit
Court Clerk in the county where the
Defendant lives or does business. If the
dispute arose from a sale which was
made in your home, you can sue in the
county in which you live.
(2) -Complete the Small Claims'
Complaint Form which the Clerk will
provide. You will need to supply the
following information:
a. Your name and address, and the
Defendant's name and address;
b. A short, simple statement telling
why you are suing;
c. The amount of money you are suing
for.
(3) The Clerk will assign your case a
number and set a date arid time for the
hearing, before the Judge. The hearing
will be held within three-six weeks after
the -Clerknotifies-the Defendant of your
suit.
(4) The Clerk will send a copy of your
Complaint to the Defendant by certified
or registered mail. If the Clerk cannot
reach the Defendant by mail, then you
must have the Sheriff's Office per-
sonally deliver a copy of your Com-
plaint to the Defendant.. ,
Tbere is a $10 filing fee fOr bringing a
claim in the Srilalr Claims, DIVision.
This does not include the cost of sending
a copy of your Complaint to the
Defendant *by certified or registered
mail, or,sheriff's fees,if the Defendant
must be personally served. Remember,
however, .that if you win your case the '
Deem/ant tan he shargettjei
"Court costs."
If you receive notice that you are
being sued in the Small Claims
Division, do not fail to appear at the
hearing. A default judgment can be
rendered against you if you fail to
appear, or if you are not -granted a
continuance by the Court.
To prepare for your appearance at
the Small Claims hearing, collect all
evidence in support of your position,
including contracts, letters, sales
receipts, damaged goods dr pictures.
Bring any witnesses you wish to call on
your behalf. Present only those facts
involved in your case in a concise and
organized manner. You, may want to
visit the Court and watch a hearing
before your own hearing date, to.better__
understand this Court's procedure.
The Small Claims Division of District
Court is an efficient and inexpensive
way of settling consumer complaints if
your claim is $500 or less. You are
limited to bringing twenty-five (25)
claims per year, and must be eighteen
(18) years of age or older, or. .
represented- by, a. parent or legal
guardian, to file a Complaint.
You can obtain a free brochure
prepared by our office on "How to Use
the Small Claims Division of the
District Court,- from your local Circuit
Court Clerk, or by calling the toll free
consumer hotline at 1-800-372-2960 to
reiluest a pamphlet. Our office will
continue to mediate consumer com-
plaints, and has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints. _ If yoq... have a consumer
problem' that you feel does not im-
mediately merit legal action and you
would like to attempt to resolve it, then
send your complaint to the Office of the
Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, 209 St. Clair Street,
Frankfort, Kenji:fay-40601,
Looking Back -
the Murray Woman's Club.
An average of $44.02 per one hundred
Pounds Was reported on the opening day
Sale of dark tired tobacco .en the
Murray Market yesterday.
Dr. Robert B. Miller of Paducah, son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Millerof Murray,
was inducted as a Fellow of the'
American • -Academy 'of '-Orthopedic
Surgeons at the group's annual meeting
in Chicago, Ill. •
Births-reported include a boy, Albert
Franklin, to Dr. and Mrs., Franklin B.
-Jones' on Jan. 12. .
- New Concord beat Hazel and Almo
beat Faxon in the opening games of the
Calloway County Elementary School
Basketball Tournament. High scorers
for each tearn Were Bobby Causey for
New Concord, . Robbie Proctor --for
Hal, Gary Mohler for Almo, and
Randy Lee for Faxon.
20' Years Ago-
Winter came to Calloway County with
, the first snow of the year of any
thickpes.iscian. 21. The temperature
was in thelow thirties.
Calloway County elected -officials of
Calloway Coiiiity are pictured who are
James M, Lassiter, commonwealth
attorney; Hobert 0. Miller, county
attorney; Cohen Stubblefield, sheriff;
Randall'. Pattersortreciurt clerk; Max
H, Churchill, coronerl.
jailer; Robert Young, tax com-
missioner; James H. Blalock, circuit .
court clerk; Waylon Rayburn, county
judge; Earl Osborne, circuit judge;
George E. Overbey, state senator;
Owen Billington, state representative;
Jake Dunn, city judge; Holmes Ellis,
. city mayor; Frank Albert Stubblefield,
railroad_ commissioner. Of interest is
that all those named are members -of
▪ the Woodmen of the Werld.
Voris Howard of Murray is a member
of Glee Club of Belmont College, Nash- • -
Vile, -Tn., who sang at a-Sniithwide -
Conference for .Sunday Sehool.' adult
*driers in Murray. ,
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius presented the
program on "What's My Line" at the
meeting bf the Woman's Association of
the College Presbyterian Church.• ,
J..
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verificatiOn. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and •
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve "the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address Correspendence - to:
Editor, 'The :Murray Ledger At
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
as•
30 Yeafs'AgO
Dr. Robert W. Hahs Was -elected to
the Board of Directors of the Houston-
--lkteDevitt--Dlinfe:--Other directors are
Dr. Hugh Ileiiston, Dr.•-lial Houston,
and Dr. C. J. McDevitt.
A total enrollment of 1,5.15 students,
exclusive if the enrollment of the
Mira* Training School, was an-
. nounced for the winter quarter today by
J,Mrs. Dleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Following a- four inclesnowfall here
yesterday, .4ternoon, the merreury
slipped &him-Ward to a low of five
degrees last night.
Deaths reported , include Henry
Bowden, age 71, Mrs. Clarence
Gering, age 44, and Mrs. Elizabeth
Washam, age 78.
Births reported include a girl,
Patricia Annette, to Mr. and Mrs. 0. D.




In Nariobi, a prominent banker
carefully instructed his servant how to
properly serve each, course, especially
the fish entree.
"Please remember to serve the fish
whole, with tail and head, and &slice of
tenant in the mouth."
The maid, fallowing instructions to
the latter, bore the fish triumphantly to
the table complete with tail and head,
and in her mouth she carried a slice of
lemon. .
An iron worker was nonchalantly
strolling across the high cable on the
George Washington Bridge while down
below thousands of cars on the double
roadway made the entire bridge
vibrate. When he came down, a
policeman, who had been admiring his
cool, came over and said, "I really got
to hand it to you-how'd you ever
prepare yourself for a job like this?"
"It wasn't easy," said the
steeplejack, "for six years I used to
'drivectlbnIbuL
Two. 'neighbors,- Ili Dub—lin,' were
aS 
gossiping. "I hear," one of the women
said, "that, Maggie i8 sore at her
husband. He's supposed to be so per-
fect, too. Doesn't he turn his pay-check
over to her every first of the month?"
"Yes," replied her neighbor, "but
Maggie found out he gets paid on the
fifteenth, too?"
The employment clerk, checking
over the applicant's papers, was
amazed to ate the figures 134 and 142
in the space reserved for "Age of
Father, if living," and "Age of Mother,
if living."
"Are your parents that old?" asked--
the surprised clerk.









































DR. I. MOVE-One of **prettiest ploys in tire Lekor-Tiger dash came on this beautiful sailing
drive through the lee by Glen Olive of the takers. Oliva soared down the ion* and stored,
bringing the Laker fens to their feet with the move. Defending for Murray are Ed Harcourt (11),




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Beware, they've installed a
new burglar alarm at
Calloway County High School.
This burglar alarm has -one
responsibility: guarding the
back door.
The burglar alarm is Daryl
Bushrod, a 6-5 senior center
for the Laker basketball team
and Saturday night, he was.
keeping all the intruders away
from the ",back door" as he
plugged the middle of
Calloway County's zone •
defense better than anyone
has plugged it since 6-9 James
• Wells wore a Laker uniform.
-..• The result was a ringing 67-
V Win_ over. pfuhray High in
the MSU Spells Arena.
Bushrod;-si-transfer fr
Chicago and playing his first
season of organized ball,
dominated the game. He
didn't haVe to store. Instead,
he spent most of the evening
above the rim on both ends-of i
the floor, helping the Lakers 1
control their offensive boards Lrunb Drives Middle
and on the other end, limiting
Murray High to only one shot -,, shooting.
atAbe.basket. _Once:in-the entire contest,
The Tigers actually outs= • the Lakers trailed and that
Calloway County as they hit was at 4-2. By the end of the
________ •an even_50 percent on 22 at 44 first period, Calloway County
from the floor. The problem led 16-8 and-as the game wore
was, the Laker zone had on, it became apparent the
Murray so baffled the Tigers Lakers would win, unless they
spent more time trYing to pass were to lose some key players
through the defense than via the foul route. kept the Lakers settled down night. We had far too many- Guthrietrying to shoot over it. Only once did it really. get „ when the eine got clostiutisLturnavers, particularly."I felt like in order for them -dose. After-three Orli/WA* of course, what more can be against a zone defense. atuot:ayto beat us, they would have to ',Ethers led 40.31 Ed Hai:court ,.--
doIt from--the- InsldeTan we 'edthi'finsivater by w-
concentrated 'our defense hitting a IS-footer and 1)104
more -on- the inside,41-imiser-- Murray --ta within gat but, 
coach Clayton Hargrove said. Jinuny_Lamb hit tans_kee  
"Bushrod andJilmn—fUinb-.7: throws and the Laker lead
according to his biographical 'simply controlled the middle . again went to seven.
sketch. He won't be in his and the boards," Hargrove After Howard Boone scored
familiar No. 14. Pete Rose has said. ±It WaSa_ total team from 15, Frank Gilliam hit on -
worn that number since 1963. . effort from us. r was reafiy one of two , free throws And
"Blue's' status limains- surprised by our -Statillna• with 5:24 left in the contest.
clouded. tortunissloner Howie Because of the weather, we Calloway County led 42-38.
• -Kuhn has held - up the haven't had that much Then 5-11 senior goard Glen
December-dearlhat_waa to practice time but I- felt, we Ole the;Laikets went to
send Blue. to were in-really good. candition. work. 4:-
A hearing. on the trade though I think we played the Olive leapt higtnists t*,
resumes Tileaday in New- lagt three or four *tastes on air and flicked a jumper from
1-"York. The 'Reds--Lp-aldL-a-emotion," Hargrove added. 20 feet aut. on" the right sidd.
repotted $1.75 million • and Actaally, the Lakers played The ban traothediwohlag but
gave na mincir leaguer Dave the 1 ". three or four wiliutc. net. After Murray_ High
- Revering to Oakland flwillue-___practicing -their free threw missed a sjot, Olive:game_
UP IN THE AIR-Bill Wilson was up in the air in his defense
against Gene Lockhart (with bell) of the takers. Howard Boone
of the Tigers is at the left corner of the pictere and us the
background is Ed Harcourt.
sassesy Oriiimk
HE EVERYWHERE-Big Daryl Bushrod (24) of
Calloway County launches one from the top of the circle and
scores over Howard Boone of the Tigers. Watching in the
background is Laker floor general Randy McCallon (15).
Bushrod was awesome, grabbing 17 rebounds and stopping
Murray High from penetrating.
SHOOTS
(Stuff Mosses by Mike Breados)
Get a headstart
in your new town_
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've Just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.








Cincinnati Reds have never
lacked for 'confidence. Take
their recently-Published 1918
baseball media guide, for
instance. It alreadonias pit-
cher Vida Blue listed.
The three-time 20-game
winner of the Oakland A's has







One Of Best Laker Games In-Years
Oh Well. About thatpredittien-Sidurday..
If Calloway County can play like they did
Saturday night, they will definitely be a
Regional contender.
Since I try to see both local teimaplay an
equal number of games -each- season, I
thought I knew a little about each one."Well,
I was right in one respect.
- The prediction column said Murray High
would have to have some good outside
shooting to win the game, since they liked to
play inside. What happened Saturday -was
!simply hfurray couldn't get inside end-had
to go to the outside.
record to an • asivd 8-4 with a win
Calloway County is 7 d can better that
Tuesday .airainst Carlisle County. The
qiest1on is, after .the big win-over Murray
'High, will the Lakerri have a letdown? 
The answer is no, we hope. Calloway lost
a _tough gaille earlier in the season on the
Comets' floor and of course, the Lakers
really we'll this one since former Calloway
coach Robert Slone is now the coach at
Carlisle County. - •
Quite simply, Calloway's performance
Saturday was the best Laker gait* I've seen
in several-years. The only game in which the
Lakers- were more comp)ete was the 7241
Mn over Paducah Tilghman in 1974.
If the Lakers can play defense with the
same intensity against everyone else on
their schedule,- then look for the most suc-
cessful Caffinvay County team since OW14 --
Club.
_ On the other side, Murray High sitinpIk
played one at its worst games of the season,
if not the worst. The Tigers did -nothing
  right. However, they are a much, much
better team than what they showed.
My ratings of the teams in the First
Region will-come out in Tuesday's edition.
As for basketball in the state, Owensboro
Apollo will certainly be the top-rated team
this week in the AP poll, after winning the
LIT.
I'm a member of the board that votes for
the top 10 and last week, I had Apollo first
with Henry Clay second and Shelby County
third. This week, Apollo gets my first place
vote with Shelby County second, Ballard
thirtl, Henry Clay fourth aria Frankfort fifth.
The hest team lathe ficst-Region„Lang
Oak, has enough brawn to play with-Most of
the teams -in the state. ther*fore I put them
In Stith with Mayfiekl seventh, Covington
Holmes eighth, Lettbittrar tafakette-nInth-
and Drakesboro 10th.
Several weeks ago when the Murray State----
Racers opened their OVC senon, the squad
was down to seven players. Then it went to
44 and now it's-going down again.
John Randall broke his hand last week
against Eastern Kentucky to drop the
number to d now sophomore guard
rber has quit the team and
urned home to New Jersey. Barber's
family, who last year made the trips to Las
Vegas, New Orleans and even several home
games, came by car to take their son home
Friday night.
Besides -the squad shrinking, so are the
hopes the Racers may have of making the
--final/main the league and gaining-aplayoff
berth.
-- -'The OVC predictions suffered Saturday as
Austin Peay won at Middle and Tech was
upset at home by Eastern Kentucky. The
OVC mark is now 51-19 while the high school
record is 64-22. The total is 11541 for a .737
mark, down terriblyin the last two weeks.
For tonight in the OVC:
MIDDLE TENNESSEE at Murray by 11
-- If Western can, whip the ttacers inside. so
can Middle. The Brim Raiders, red-faced
and red-eyed from losing at home to Austin
Peay Saturday, will be more than ready and
sky-high to avenge a loss here last season.
Murray.could stay close for a half but not
much more.
East Tennessee at EASTERN KEN,
TUCKY tht Colonels 'Can' go to'
CookeyWe and win, surely they will be-able
to win at home, though the Bucs have as'
Much talent as anyone in the league.
Eastern by five.
TENNESSEE TECH "sit Morehead -
FortiiMaTir,-MiTtehead didn't.i lose Satur-
day. On the other hand, they didn't win
either... . they were snowed out of their
game at East, Tennessee: . Tech, which
should be somewhat down after losing at
home to Eastern Saturday, may not be dawn
enough to lose to Morehead. .
Auatiti Peay" at WESTERN by three - Oh
`well. Flow in the world could The Peay
possibly gin and win at Middle in win at • ,
Western back-ta-back? If they can do that,
then-Stop-OW reat 'of the season arktdOchire
the Governors the league champs. The top -
attraction on the season. thus-tes.,./ialhaski-
be a bruising game inside. •
back down and hit again from
the same spot. That made it a
46-38 lead for Calloway.
The final Laker field goal,
by a starter, came on a 15-
tooter by Gene Lockhart for a
50-40 lead. Then 'with 2:29 left
in the game, Lamb hit two free
throws for a 52-40 lead. In-
cluding the two free throws by
Lamb, the Lakers then hit 13
of 14 fronf'^the line in the
erasing minutes and Iced the
game.
Overall, in the last quarter,
Calloway connected on 17 of 19
from the stripe.
Jimmy Lamb finished the
contest with 19 points to take
the scoring- honors while
Randy McCallon, 13 of 14 from
the free threw line, sccired
Glen Olive 14 and Bushrod it
"We don't have anyone in
the top 20 in the First Region
scoring," Hargrove_tigd. "But
when you have four.-men. in
double figures, everybedrIS a
threat.
I felt the key point in the
game came when Olive hit the
two long ones from the side. At
that time, we had lost part of
our lead and those two shuts.
plus the one Lockhart made
really gave us a boost,"
Hargrove added.
The thing that gave the
Lakers the biggest boost,
besides the rebounding, was
the ,s,tandout play from Mc-






said fora guy who hits 13 of 14 
"They beat us badly oil the
from the free throw line in a 
boards and were getting three
and four shots on some oc-
pressure game such as casions while we were only
Murray High-Calloway? able to get-one shot most of the
"I still feel Randy's the best game:, miller added____ .
,
guard in the First Region. He "We still have a lot of work
has great leadership, he hits
t 
to do," added Miller, whose 6-6
the open man, he takes he 
shot when it's there. I wouldn't 
teeth will have a tough
trade him for anybody in the 
assignment in their next game
Region," Hargrove .added. 
when they play at Ballard
Memorial Friday.
The Laken, who shot 19 of
the floor, made 29 of 40 
Galloway had not beaten the
53 from free throws in _the game and Tigers since the District
Tournament of 1975 when the
won the battle of the boards 40- Lakers took a 68-59 win.
21 with Bushrod hauling la 17 "It's the first time this
and Lamb 11.
PerrYaddeei 1-1; MiirraY High' three-game winning streak, is
Frank Gilliam and Ed liar-,
court each bad 14 williaWillle ' Galloway county, tiding ra
plauged with foul probldms
from the first half on, was
whistled for 28 personals
compared to the Laker!' 16. Tuesday.
game was virtually cut °ff' Hargrove said. 'They felt like'
But the one thing Murray 
they host Carlisle County




it was their time," he added.
now 7-4 and will attempt to
. newsy
Murray High,"For Murray, the inside 
ever
High usually stays away from so, it
-rr-r— - • -4- Pliril killed them this time; thealmniam  S. 1 411
Tigers committed 22 tut- W11906 1 4 4 3
turnovers.
novers. Calloway had only 13 ill'at' -  II 4 1 0
•701 M
Tayier- 1 4 3 1
"We didn't take advantage Boosi&will"-  2 11 3 . 4
4 II 1 •
tihen we should have. We Marmot-- - fr -1 1----t-- -
Were dovai'by five and twice, s": ---- ' '----"tale - 22 Inn
had the chance to cut the lead Callower Guar"
to three but didn't," Murray
coach Cary Miller said.  ig its 1 13 1 15
"We can't play this type of Bushrod 
game offensively or def en- l'ima•art 2 0 2 4
sively find beat many people. Garland -s...c. .• .1
We had to play catchup ball all Cabcu% 1 33 0
1 0 2 2
26 16 67
1-14 11 19-62







professional men 'and women ore accepted as
persons_tughly skilledin some science or art who
- ' • Desire to serve the public
When people need accounting servicel, they seek someone trustworthy-
a Certified Public Accountant .CPA- to do a good jot?, not for himself but for them.
The ocxxsuntinci profession:5 code of ethics is the guide CPAs use to ensuri5 this trust.
_ ---The Coded Ethics
• Imposes self discipline above and beyond the law
• Establishes high standards of competence. integrity and Objectivity
• Is the foundation of the public confidence
You con rely on the integrity of a professional-your CPA.
-CPA-
Ono on o 9•ores
Co gip you pm CO know /he CPA
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Laker Girls Rout Tigers.To
n Semon
•
By MIKE BRANDON During tin time the Laken to the Laker win. Iiitu-raY.had
Ledger & Times Sports Editor were rallying, Murray was 29 turnovers in the game to 19
A good tesketball _player ..ale to get just one shot oft at for the Lakers and the Tigea
can find more thailorie way to the basket as Todd, Pinner girls could manage only six of
win a. game. And-. that's and Wyatt owned the back- 26 free throws.
exactly what 
night in the. 
T0011 did boards 7 Calloway finished - "We stayed with our game
the.. MAT a_ big adge- in th•-•-aan fQc the first half," Tiger-
Sports Arena as she helped rebounding department and _coach Rick Fishor said.
pace the undefeated Calloway Wyatt had 13 while Pinner and "In the second half, they
County girls' team to a 58-30 Todd each grabbed down 11. controlled the tempo of the_ 
---•rout of arch-rival Mu ray 'Tani this was our best game and they rnitt'ehaimded'High. _ win of the year," Laker coach us considerably. They were
Todd, a sophomore forward- Marianne Davis said. more aggressive on the boards
with several 341-point games ;People under-rate Murray than we were and they were
this siason,- came into the frigh. They came out slow at getting five shots.Ao our one.
contest as the second-leading, the.ostart of the year but I "I thought we beat our-
iccrrer in the First Region. foresaw them being a good selves in too many cases. We
But, with less than a minute team. They are young, turned the ball over instead of
left in the first half of the aggressive and really hustle," getting shots off. But Calloway
game, she had not scored one Davis said. County is a good bunch and
•field goal. 1 was really pleased with they are well-coached'
Then with 18 seconds left in the way we _played. We only 'We didn't get_ the overall
the half, Todd hit on a rebound tiXd two Practices last 'week teantplay we nMed. We're at
basket for her first two- the point now where we're stillbecause of the weather and
pointer of the game. That gave we've had four or fivegirls out trying to learn from every
Calloway County a 26-21 lead. with the flu," Davis added. game. This is still a young
at halftime. . season for us. If we correctThe signs of the layoff
)3ot...while Todd didn't burn . showed in the first half as the --some things, then we'll come
up the nets from the field in Ulcers just couldn't get the out and be a good -club,"
'Fisher added.the half .-she was busy-beating t òffenai antrached. Thou& the-- . .
BOTTLED UP — The Laker girls kept the inside bottled up ali evening in their win over the
Tigers. Here, Tony. Atesandar of Murray High manages to get off a shot over three Laker:. The
Laker defenders ore Rose Ross (22), Felicia Pinner (in the middle) and Stephanie Wyatt (30).
Gottfried Names Sullivan As
Final Assistant Grid Coach
- coach at Jacksonville State
Murray 







Coach by Murray State coach
`- Mike-Gottfried. - -
Sullivan, who is 33, will
assume the duties of the
defensive coordinator for the
Racers. . •
• -guilivan, a nrieve Of Nash-
has been at Jacksonville
otie seaSon. This past year,
Jacksonville, a lorrriber of the
Gulf South conference,
finished second in the Division
Two championship playoffs.
Sullivanwaaa 1968 graduate'
of Alabama and was the nose
guard for Bear Bryant on the
1988. Sugar Bowl team. After
graduating from Alabama,
Siilivan was an assistant at
Louisville Trinity before
moving to LaRue County--
where he was the head coach
from 1974.through 1978. 
Sullivan and his wife,
Jeanette, have two daughters; -
Margaret Ann and Alicia
Brooke.
really -ez.Cited about
getting back in Kentucky,"
Sullivan said. "Coach Gott-.
fried has gots lot on the ball. I
was impressed when I talked
to- him:
"I think we can make things
happen up there. We're not
going to do it in one year but
there's a good future there.
We know what we're going
into and it's a big challenge for
US.
"With •Mike beffig the head
coach, he has hired some
enthusiastic people. We're
going to put a lot of time and
effort into building the
program up to where it should
At sour
service
Put US to work when
looking to sell your
goods. Our staff is
on hand to help you
create ads that get








ATLANTA ( AP) — The
Atlanta Hawks have filed a
formal complaint with the
National Basketball





Mike Gearon • filed the
complaint Sunday after
talking with McMillen and
viewing a film of the game,
which Atlanta won 111-100.
Gearon claims Sobers ran
into apick' set by McMillen
and_ Punched him in the 
stoniath. McMillen had to
leave the game.
be, Sullivan added.
-Therest 4 the coaches are:
Dino Paparella, 37,
center and guard coach from
=Torn Liggins Jr.;
fensiireblitkfleld and weight
coach at the University of
Arizona. . •
— Bill Baldridge, 33, head
-coach at Class A state
champion Iklfevue. .
—4 Dan Walker, 37, former
coach of Danville, Casey
County and North Hardin, all
Kentucky.
--Gottfried is presently o-r-uk of.
town as he has returnedlo the
-University of Arizona to move









GOOD TUB , WED MRS
IAN 74 72 26
DRESSES $149
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Murray in another way. She
had eight of nine, free throws_
in the half and wound up with
10 points at intermission.
Then early _1222_the third
quarter, Todd found her
shading range and was all
over as Abe talented Laker
girls' shook- Off -the pesky
Tigers and coasted in with the
easy win.
Freshman Tonya Alexander
Lakers never did trail, they Todd finished with 23 points
were not able to pull away-......-4&&4-the Lakers.
until the second half.
There was one tie irt; the
game, that was 8-8 when Jaina
Washer of Murray scored on a
lastbrealc. Gallaway. led fC11
at the end of the first quarter
but Murray cut the gap to a
point when Washer opened the
second period with a drive.
Murray then went. nearly
opened the .second, ball Nth a - four minutes without scoring
short jumper. and pulled- again. In the meantime, Todd
Murray High to within five
points at 28-23. Todd then 
made two free throws, Rose
Ross scored_frabl-4.---feet and-scored on a ---rtiourid and—__ Mimi ,Witichetiter_kimmed one
...center FieliciliTialier put one- AnfroFnke top of the.circle for
back' in, Then with 3:55 left, .ait)..gfj,aker leasLthesa
'Todd -scored' on another shot' margin Calloway enjoyed at
from inside and Calloway led intermission.
34-23, Calloway steadily pulled
Still, the flurry of points away in. the second. half and
wasn't over. Penny Overbey the final margin was the
hit a free throw after Murray largest: Fittingly enough,
High was-whistled for a Todd scored the last basket
technical foul then Stephafilte with ahoy.g three minutes left
- Wyatt-and Todd hit back-to- in the game. Reserves toll
back baskets. At.tbe. 203 over .fer... _both teem_
Mark of the quarter, Overber nobody scored -again.
hit on a jumper from the top of Besides the rebounding,
the cireieand Galloway led 41- there were several other keys
- •
FROM THE SIDE-Sophomore forwani Mhos Todd pots op o
jumper over lihyse Griffith (54) of the Tigers. Todd, who Mt
nine of 10 from the free throw Moo is the contest, scored 23
points. Insido for the Tigers is Catharine Simosons. (32).
'NY e
TOUGH UNDERNEATH—Illatissis Farrell (20) afire Tigers
trios to drive inside but finds the Ole tough a she.rves into
Stephanie Wyatt of No takers. Wyatt palled &wit 13 rebounds
in one of har host ganseg of tiro season as the Loiter girls,
nwassivied metal sated - • -
40.
Pinner Defenses Washer
Murray, Washer scored 13 to
take scoring honors.
'Murray was - very
aggressive inside and—that
gave not only Todd but all of
our girls problems; par-
- *JO** in
Davis said.
• "That's why we went to the
outside and I felt our outside
• shooters really•came through
for us. Our girls really wanted
this game. And considering
the layoff, I think it was our
best game of the year. We
rebounded very well and shot
from everywhere on the court.
But again, I think it was
our aggressive play that won
it for us. Stephanie Wyatt had
her best game of the season.
She had 13 rebounds and her
four points came off the of-
fensive boards. She finished
with 28 aggressive points on
the system we use. Todd had
27 aggressive points and we
had six others wisochad 10 or
more," Davis added.
The Murray High girls fall
to 2-5 and will host Fulton City
Thursdgy while the 10-0 Laker
girls will play at Marshall
CQunty Saturday In a twinbill
with_the.boys.  
Manny
Jalna Washer  I
3c=1  Alp• a I 2_2
Rumell 
4— 4- —
%. ..1 I 2
Almada  3 0
Milmnim-morpn , 1 i • S' 1 2 7
0 0 2 0
Jena Washer 
'Tot/IL 
0 0 2 0
120 60 210 3,20
Calleme Cern
0 2 4
...0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
Overby,' 3 1 1 7
TOWS 24 10 21 w
Murray 11 to 7 2—i
• 001011113 14 14 14 14-63
ft Pt 4)
Irma 0 2 0
Roes 3 3 6
Todd T 1 n
Finder 4 3 4
Wyatt 2 4 4
Redden I 0 2







Sirloin Stockade Rwcial Steak! x\
_
A delicious Steak that
will meft in your mouth! We setve±_
wan' hot with your choice
of  potato and a thick slice 
of Stocicade




 _ .Try•S Coss _
TOCICANI
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
'Na., It itm.-10 sal..Wiekdays — II a in_-10 30 pm. Sat & Sun
. _
The Goodyear Promise
• We-do professional work
• We do only the work you authorize
• We return worn-out parts
NO HASSLE AUTO SERVICE







2-Frtimil Front aim: Install new front
disc pads • Resurface and true ro-
tors • Repack front wheel bearings
and install new grease seals • In.
sped t calipers and hydraulic system
• Add fluld and road lest car
en
4-1Vhael Orem: Install new linings
all 4 "Meads • Reface brake drums
• Repack front wheel bearings and
install new grease seals • Check
hydraulic system • Add fluid and
road test tar.
• Complete chassis lubri-
cation and oil change •
Helps protect parts — en-
sures smooth, EMMA Perlor-
- mend e • Includes light








• Drain and replace transmission
fluid • Replace transmission niter
when ',mopped • Install new pan






Most US & some foreign
CO'S rdefirimarng on mans,
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE,
HANDLING, AND CONTROL
• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Adiust caSter, camber. & toe-in to
manufacturers speci bca WARS • In-
spect steering and sulpension
components • Road test car • Ex-







• Meets or exceeds every US
auto makers specifications •
Lifetime limited warranty Free
_ replacement if muffler fails dtier
to rust, blowout, faulty. work-
manship. materials, or weir 'ITT
as long as you own your car






• Naar., twee Oho no..,
a/ awry haw oar 01•01•01••
• INSTALLATION
• Yeah; .3, au coeds
• •4001....1.014
"P.C / • t woo Wales
dohfl. rur, peat
Check Our Prices on Foreign Car Batteries
DON'T MISS OUT ... SALE ENDS SAT. NIGHT
Just Saybworge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Mauer Dart@ • earikAmertcard • *merman tnpreys Curd
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
GoociYearliWoCeWrig Charge Account
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price arid Credit Terms. Prices As
Shown At Goodyear Service Stores In All Communities Served Sy This






36 6 cyl $401e1:1




stun 111 Any WIATIftla
• Electronic engine, starting,
and charging system analysis !In-
stall new points. Ishii's. condense
• Set dmill and time engine to
specifications • Adwst carburetor
tor fuel economy • Cars with air
conditioning $2 more • Includes





4 years new cars
2 years used cars
• 20 mato, areas thoroughly coaled
wiln Goodyear., sealant • Insulates
and dampens sound • Helps protect
metal from salt. moisture and waad
chemicals • Helps prevent rust on
new Cars helps keep rust !torn












Cragar • E-T •
Motor Wheel
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WRONG SIDE - Greg Jackson (53) of Westing is ea lbs wring side t• defend against this shot
billike Muff. Jackson lunged at Muff but distriast Other players in the picture ore Jimmy
Warhol (15), Steve Ashby ( II ), Darryl Tenter (25) mad  kink Thirdkill (35).
(MSU Mtotos by Teal Wiwi)
LOST
0.45"7-91A




and Mike Muff combined for Tech 's Jimmy Howell, a
53 points for Murray, which junior guard. Tech is also 3-2
it
c.0 fell to 1-4 in the conference, 5- 
in the conference, and has a 6-
11 overall. 8 overall record.
.....„, , Morehead, 3-9 on the season
" A_u_stin P_?.ay_ treveled tO --anctlY-4-inthe-OVC, erasto face
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and East Tennessee, 9-5 overall
• edged Middle Tennessee outof lint 2-2, in _the conference;




Western Kentucky B crtits,MSU
By TONY WILSON
MSU Sports Publicity
Early in each half, it looked
as if a finish comparable to
last year's double-overtime
thriller might be in store.
The game was tied six times
in the first half but Western
Kentucky's rebounding
proved superior as the
Hilltoppers defeated Murray
State 91-75 Saturday night in
Bowling Green.
The Racers jumped to a 14-6
lead when Johnny Thirdkill hit
a 15-foot baseline jumper, but
Western scored eight straight
to even the game.
Murray took it's last lead,
18-16 on Jimmy Warren's 15
Austin PeNy Stuns Raiders In
Murfreesboro, WKU All Alone
By The Associated Press Middle Tennessee, while Greg
Western Kentucky travels to Joyner added 16.
Austin Peay- tonight to shoot Freshman guard Bruce
for its sixth straight win and Jones scored 20 points in
defend its-newly acquired lead Eastern Kentucky's 73-62
in tbe-Cittio_VallertkIrdererice -Victory over-Tennessee Tel& •
e• basketball race. at C.00knville, Tenn. The
In other games, Eastern Colonels also got 15 points and
Kentucky -entertains East 11 rebounds from senior guard
Tennessee, Tennessee Tech Mike Oliver as they improved
visits Morehead and Middle their recordist 8-7 overall, 3-2
Tennessee plays at Murray in the-OVer- ---
State. • The Golden Eagles posted a
Western Kentucky whipped 4048 lead- on Buth Blalock'.
Murray 91-75 Saturday night is foot jurnewythletlyitift.
at Bowling Green, Ky., ley In the next six minutes,
Greg Jackson's 22 points :and Eastern Kentucky ran 15
James Johnson's 16. - points to Tennessee Tech's
The win evened Western's two, taking a 53-42 lead they
overall mark at 8-8, with a 4-1 Mid the rest of the game.
•
footer. But .the Hilltoppers
scored the next nine and led
the rest of the way.
Western forward James
Johnson, sidelinesi earlier this
season with an injured knee,
led all rebounders with 12.
Three other 'Toppers had 10 or
more as Western owned a 58-
40 edge.
Johnson repeatedly worked
free. for easy baskets that
included four dunks. Forward,
Greg Jackson had 22 points for
Western, missing only four in
14 attempts.
But indiwidually, the
Racers' Jimmy Warren was
the star.. The 6-1 senior guard
hit on 13 of 19 attempts, nearly
all from the 15-25 foot range,
and finished with MSU career-
high 29 points.
Forward Mike Muff kept Up
his scoring pace, hitting for
his average of 24 points. He led
Murray with 11 rebounds.
"I was extremely satisfied
with our floor play," said
Racer coach Fred Overton-,
"but I knew we would have
cheek out on the boards to stay
with them."
Guard Bobo Jackson played
-Ms best of the season. He dealt
out 10 assists while playing
only listlf_the game.
'record- agaiest-conferestee---- - --'*------9When-we were back on
defense, we were, effective,"
'Overton' said, "but we had to
play most of the game in
transition because they were
getting down .the floor se
quickly." —4 -- -
While Western's. phfsical
defense forced Murray into
scoring primarily on - outside
the Hilltoppers'...sheeting,.Jackson (53) and Aaron BrYse (01) of 16 loPPert• Met iiiiiiir011i4157.0ote -4442;-bein40yits_ ahd-WHeieitherpOilpOned the contest, quick outlet passes and.rebounds for Murray. rebotnxis from Phil Mayo. - • until Feb. 17. rugged resulted in
OVC Standings
ovc draws1101111mwowyk„ 
Western Kerftucky 4-1 8-8
Middle Tennessee 3-2 11-5
Austin Peay 3-2 94







'KILL CONNECTS - Johnnie Thirdkill of the Racers jocks up
two points from about 10 feet out. Thirdkill hod an off night,






Wouldn't that be silly?
•
That's what is nice about newspaper ads.
They don't disappear in thirty seconds.
Mei-stay around the "home Icnte-The -
consumers you want to reach, can read
your adat their leisure. And re-read it. And
refer to it later. Or clip a coupon from it.
Newspaper ads last longer and reach more
People than that other media we_4ome-
times hear from — if it happens to be on
• a.
Murray Ledger & Times
• Call ioday - 753-1916
-
Both 3-2 rebounding.inteams are now. . .
the league. Middle Tennessee
sports an 11-5 overall record,
while the Governors have won
nine of their 15 games.
The Blue Raiders- led .56-48
with 8:30 left. Austin Peay ml-
bed to tie the spore 60-60 and




the game. Otis Howard scorW._ —
s Gomm 
andMiddle at Mtwray
Austin Peay at Western
East Tennessee at Eastern
Tech at Morehead
18 points for the winners
Dennis Pagan added 10,. •. _  
Claude 'Sleepy" Taylor led
A OM
ft•
REBOUND BASKET - Linda Blackburn, who grabbed 12
rebounds for the Racers, puts up a rebound under the Racer






Men: Mon. thru Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.










POWERING IN - Beverly Pon-ish (12) of the Racer women
powers her wiry inside to score against Alicia Poison (32) of






19 lay-ups or follows.
Murray had an opportunity
to take its only lead of the.
second half after pulling
within one on Muff's 20 footer.
But a baseline violation by a
Racer erased the chance and
Western outscored the Racers
51-36 thereafter.
_ "I don't know if they are-the
toughest inside we've faced
but I know they were much -
more conscious -of, going-to _
their big meh than anyone
else."
Western's Mike Prince, a
forward who started last
season, came off the ben& to
score 12 points and null down
12 rebounds. •
Western received 9 of 16
shooting and 15 rebounds from
Its bench, to only 3-of 1 and 6
!for Murray.---1- -
The Racers' were down only
40-35 at halftime, thanks
mostly to 46 per cent shooting
16-35 ) . But • they castled
By TONY WILSON was primarily *a running
NISU Sports Publicity team, we could get back better
Senior guard Brenda with a zone," Smith said, "but
Chapman poured in a Western, when. team shoots as well as
Kentucky -record 40 points, they did; You have to go to' a
leading the Hilltoppers to a 89- Man-to-man.'.
-63- victory over snaring 'The IIIIRonite-r3-160k a -54
_Murray StateZaturday night.- lead „on, Beth Blanton's
Chapman's output eclipsed baseline..slitt,aed were never
the previous women's record headed. A 35.14 spurt midway
of 34. She connected on 19-of 31 through the wend half in-
field goal -attempts. and hit creased a 45:35 Western lead
both her free throw tries. - tá a 72:49 'Topper advantage.
Murray suffered a The game was Murray's
horrendous' shooting night, first in the conference, while
hitting only 27-4 73 - 37 per- Western -went toT-6 in -league
cent. Despite hitting only 31 play. Overall, Murray is 6-8,
percent in the first half, the Western, 7-3.
Racers were down only 35-25 The' Racers face Middle
at the half. Tannetsee tonight in the
Center Jackie Mounts Sports Arena. Game -time is
helped Murray to a 27-21 first- 515 P.m. .
half rebounding edge. She had Mr.
nine retrieves — '14 for the 
money 
fg-fga ft-ha rb pu tp
-Tame L: and sco-r-ed It:paints. lailkbtrff 4.'11-72 214-2 11 41 
46
But the Hilltospers blitized watts 6-16 1-2 14 2 13
the Racers in the second half. laddli 2-6 1-2 1 1 5airriz  3-8 0-0 7 3 6
They hit 57. percent oL their Kari-Lin   4-5 0-3 4 2 8
shots--and outscored Murray "G:tes   4-15 2-1 4 2 10  2-2 1-3 2 2 5
54-38, 1-2 1-2 1 0 3
Murray had 27 floor errors, otals 27-73 9-19 54 15 63
10 Western's 17, but won in Weston 1100tyckyfg-fga
rebounds 49-44. Blanton 15 4-5 6 2 14
ft-ha rb tp
"I was afraid otir floor gathe Kordenbrock 74 1-2 2 2 15Poison 1-2 0-0 8 2
would be sloppy after the long Stokely 1-2 04 0 3 2
Chapman 19-31 14 4 3 40lilYoU," said Racer coach Rubtn 0-1 04 3 0 0
Jean Smith, "and that was Fulkerson 2-3 1-2 1 2 5
eerlaqy the difference •' Howard o-oFrelds 1-4 04 •6 4 2
Murray-had two straight Myers 0-0 0-0 '3 o o
home contests, between Union HI/UP 0-2 04 1 2 0Blane 2-2 1-1 3 0 .5
University and Vanderbilt. Sutton 24 04 4 o 4
:cancelled due to bad weather. murTptailray 40-73. 11-13 44 21 82
"We figiAlltirAiii131011.43101660s4s. •
e 0
considerably thelast period to
38 per cent.
Wester:ea_ IENLEM_BiLitaB______
a rovrand improved its Ohio
Valley Conference-leading
rePord to 4-1. Murray fell to 5-
11 and 1-4 in conference play.
The Racers host OVC rtval
Middle Tennessee tonight with
game time .set for 7:30,
Num Slut.
fg4p ft-tta rb pf tp
 3-13 2-2 3 2 8
11111960  .1-7 04 7 4 4--.
Jarrett 14 0-0 5 3 2
Warren .. . 1349 3-4 4 3 n
Muff -W* 44 11 324
Kelly. 34 04 2 3 6
Jackson .. 0-3 0-0 4 2 0
Lowry  0-0 2-3 0 0 2
Totals 32-77 11-14 411 U 75
'.. tiptga 1141a ra pi .lp . .
Johnson 7-16 2-2 12 1 16
Jackson 10-14 24 10 266 .
Bryant  5-11 .244 11 4 10
Aahby 04. 1,t' I  :LA- , 
Turner . ". 11-U 14 6 4 11_2_
Prtnce 34 *4 11 41 LI.
Burbach  04 04 0 1 0
Reese ------54 0-0 1 2 10
Rahn  1-1 04 0 1 2
Thomas  04 2-2 2 0 2
Totals 37-81 17-23 50 17 91
Murray 35 40-75
Western 40 51-11
MR. STEADY — ht Ate Int few Amen gases, the WON . --
steady player has been Jimmy Mmes. Neri; Norien finis op
sae from the tep it the drab, am 22 feet fres the 
Warren Neighed with a career-high 29 points for the lacers.
(NSW Pbotes by Tea, 191...).











' PLANTATION BREAKFAST...' 4 lb.
slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy. _
Reg $2.85 JUST $2.50
'- COUNTRY HAM 'SANDWICH... 4 lb.
of Ky. Co. ham with fries.
Reg $2 15.111ST $1.95
- COUNTRY HAM DINNER...Center
cut slice of the finest Ky. CO.
ham...served with „crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-
bread with White beans.
fihrr Th—JUST-$2.99




Let Us Know...We'll Fix It To Go...153-
0910
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Help For Taxpayers
Redesigned Tax Forms Make
For Easier Reaging, IRS Says
EDITOR'S NOTE Follow-
-tug is the.ftrst peries of
five articles entitled "You and
Your Income , Taxes." ' They
were written to help taxpayers
- prepare their 1977 tax returns.
• • By MICHAEL DOAN
......Associat4P,res5 Writer
WASHINGTON AP) - This
year's short formie1040A is eas-.
• ter to-readand should be. read-
ily:understood by persons with
-10ttegrade-education,•accord-
ing to a study by the Internal
Revenue Service.
The IRS has also redesigned
form 1040 and hopes the
changes will make the long
- form easier.

















requested to check the




- orie- mcorrewr irrStrflOn
AN Y.....UROR
REPORTED -IMMEDIA1E
1.-Y SO PLEASE CHECK
-- YOUR. A Q CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY Lis PROM-





colors for the short form and
the red, white and blue colors
for the long form because of
complaints they made ceading
the forms difficult. This year
the 1040A is pastel. pink, the
1040 pastel blue. r -
The IRS has also shortened
sentences to make them easier
to understand. For example,
last .year's :forms had this
wording under Presidential
Campaign Fund: "Do you wish
to designate $1 of your taxes
for this fund?" This year it
simply says, -Do you want -$1
to go to this fund?"
• • Robert Brauer, chairman of
----IRS's Forms Committee, said,
the short form instructions for
list year were analyzed for
readability. The study con-
.7 eluded they could be under-
stood by people with the
equivalent of two years of col-
lege education. This year's in-
structions could be understood
by people with 10 years of
school. --
"Anybody who sat  down an&
looked at the forms in a few
minutes. could do it them-
selves," -Brauer said. "Fewer
people should have to go to tax
preparers,"
H & R Block, the largest tax
preparer, says it expect! to
lose $10 million in business, or
Census Figures Show
'Sunbelt' Shows
5 percent, because of the
changed forms this year.
There are several simple but
major differences in this year's
format for 1977 tax returns:
-The. short form is figured
out on one full-length page
rather than two short pages.-- -
--The long form is still two
pages long, but the taxpayii
signs the return on the back
page rather than the front
page: The IRS , 'fried te
eliminate what it calls the "flip
flop" from- both returns. That
used to mean taking a figure
from Page 2 and entering it on
Page 1.
-More use of tax tables.
Writers of the 1977 tax law esti-
mate that '96 percent of tat-
payers can use tax tables- this
year rather than figure out
taxes by arithmetic. The IRS
includes the standard deduction
- in the tax table for people using
the short form The name of
the standard deduction has
been changedito "zero bracket
,simalint,IL. 7., -, ,
Brauer said the IRS wants
comments from taxpayers.. but•
-expects softie &incise* if only
because people are not used to
the new returns.
"Many people like to be able
to compare last year's return
to this year's return," Brauer
said. ':Since the forms are dif-
ferent this year, it will be diffi-
cult to compare."
Also, he Said, -"some people
prefer signing their return on
the first page but this year's
long form is signed on the back
page.
"The mere fact of change
can .tend to complicate it for
some , peopie and under-
standably so," he said.
- • -One part of the form Oat
could cause confusion is the en-
try for 'earned income- credit,"
which is figured out on _
rate page.
A tip: Don't bother with it
unless you earned less than $8,-
000. last year.' If you did make
less, take a close look at it.
You may be entitled to up to
- $400.- More about that later -Tin
this series.
•
Choking on 'food is the sixth
leading cause of accidental
death in the United States, ac- 1970, a 9.6 percent boost.
cording to the American Colin-, Florida and Texas were close
cil of Life Insurance, behind, with 1.6 million new
row
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Many Americans no longer
are just dreaming about a
carefree life in the sun or the
mountains. They're going
there at ever increasing rates,
says the U.S. Census Bureau.
- In addition to rapid growth'
in the "Sunbelt" states, the
government agency said
Sunday in an interim report,
there has been siptificant
populatiA shifts into the
western mountains and the
more rural northern states of
New England.
"We were surprised at the
very strong growth of the
mountain states," said Donald
Starsinic, of the Census Bu-
reau's population division.
Starsinic, whose office com-
piled the 1977 statistics, said
the romanticism of the Slow
paced lifestyle in the western
mountains probably has had
muCh. to do with the shift.
And he noted that Maine,_.
Vermont and New Hampshire
- which have the same at-
tractions - also showed
population increases,
althbugh the other NeW
'England states are losing
people.
"These estates are not
tremendously built up.
There's plenty of room for
expansion, more pleasant
living, perhaps cheaper
living," Starsinic said,,,in an
Interview.
The Census Bureau said the
population of the nation as a
whole grew 6.4 percent bet-
ween 1970 and 1977, to
214,669,000.
The growth in the Sunbelt.
and-corresponding -population
decline in the industrial belt of
the Northeast and North Cen-
tral regions has for some time
been apparent. The new -
figures confirm the trend.
The statistics said
California had the largest -
increase in population, with
1.9 million-more people than in
PEANUTS
L1NL5 C.A." WALK TO
SCHOOL LOTH '-IOU TODAY..




CANT WALK TO 50400L
ALONE. .THAT KID WHOSE
RULER I BORROWED
WILL 6E7 ME...





I'LL- BET YOU •














( ._'' DON'T SUPPOSE' 15 i

















I DID NOT/ HERE
BEETLE, JUST ONCE
I'D LIKE TO SEE YOU
JUMP OUT OF BED
IN THE MORNINEil!
itomerivoov 4r FRANTCW5 15LE Or EDEN,.,
(THE DOLPHINS 0.0(JLP LIKE TO









But Starsinic said the latest
figures show the desirable re- •
gions "are spread around a lot
more" than had been ex-
pected.
While Florida tHada-22 per-
cent increase in the ntuWer of
people coming into the state,
its rate of _growth declined by
onethird during the past two
years, the bureau said.
, At the same time, a string of
moilntainous states stretching
from Montana to Arizona and
New Mexico showed an
overall population increase of
21 percent, 11.9 percent of that
attributed to people coming
from other parts of the
Increasingly, said Starsinic,
states such as Idaho,
Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona
and Nevada In the West and
Maine, Vermont and New
Harnpshire in New England
have become more popular.
Alaska had the highest in-
crease, 34.6 percent, but much
of that was attributed to the oil
pipeline boom, the bureau
said.
In contrast, each of 10 indus-
trial states of the Northeast
and North Central regions has
less people today than seven
years ago or showed only
slight increases well below the
national average.
The populatiep of New Yok
state dropped 1.7 percnt.
Rhode Island fell 1.6 percent,
and Pennsylvania dropped 0.1
Percent. At the same time,
Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Il-
linois, and Michigan had in-
creases -well below the
national. average.
Bucking the trend in New
England, Maine showed an in-
crease of 9.2 percent, New
Hampshire 15 percent and
Vermont 83 percent. In the
West, Idaho increased 20.3 -
percent,. Wyortking 22.2 per-
cent, Colorado 18.5 percent,
New Mexico 17 percent,
Arizona 29.3 percent, Utah 19.7
percent and Nevada 29.6
percent.
The Census Bureau said the
shift in population if it holds
up until the official census in
1980 - would mean a change
in congressional district fines,




said Starsinic, Florida and
Texas would each gain two
seats, and Arizona, California,
Oregon, Tennessee and Utah
would each :gain one. New
York would-lose three seats,
Ohio would lose two, and
Illinois, Michigan, Penn-
sylvania and South Dakota
each would lose one.
BUT REMEMBER,
JUST ONCE!







There are now more than 100
million cyclists in the United
States, reports the Bicycle
Manufacturers Association of
America. These cyclists are
riding anywhere from 82 to 89
million bicycles, the Associ-
ation estimates.
CLASSiFIED A1W
1 Legal Notice I legal Notice
INVITATION TO BID
The Calloway County Board of Education will
offer for sale to the highest bidder the office
equipment listed below.
TirifrI) Friden Rotary Calculators
One (1) A. B. Dick Mimeoscope Drawing
Board
One (1) Remington Rand Line-A-Time
Secretarial Mctdel 116
One (1) Older Model Remington Electric
Typewriter
One (1) 3M Dry Photo Copier
One (1) Burroughs Model F 9500
Bookkeeping Machine
Sealed bids will be accepted by letters ad-
dressed to the Calloway County Board of
Education, Post Office Box 86, Murray, Ken-
tucky 42071. Only sealed bids will be accepted.
Bids mat be received in the Board Office prior
to 12:00 noon, February 7, 1978.
The equipment offered above will be available,- --
for inspection at the Calloway County Board of ,
Education Office, 2110 College Farm Road, .
Murray, Kentucky, Monday through Friday,.
from 8:00 a. m. to 4: 00 p. in. Forms on which bids
may be submitted may be obtained at the Board
Office.
The Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and all bids and
waive any irregularities or techoicalities in bid-
ding.
1 legal Notice
AS OF JANUARY 23,
1978, I 'will- not be
responsible for any




NEW BOOK - "Got
Everything Your
Government Has To
Give." Has informatiow- -
worth upto $500.00. P.M--






Resole . . 753-6952
















bring ui yours for extre
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
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2 Notice
Products. Confect
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128. 4,
WE HAVE MOST all
types furnace blower
motors in stock. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
.WHAX _WE _DO best is
4.- care .211FEDLINE, 753-
6333.
BIBLE FACTS - Mat-
thew 24:4 and 5. Jesus
states, "Take heed that
no man deceive you. For




warned and there will be
no excuse. The Lord
loves you and will in-
terceed for you. For
assistance call 753-0984.
ROAM soh & fast srftli
Wien Tablets & 1.1121
"mew pills" Wool Drop,
109 S. OIL
5 Lost And Found
FOUND SMALL black
male dog with' white
markings near Roses on
January 20. Call 753-
3994-
LOST COCK-A-POODLE
in area of Johnson Creek
Baptist Church. $50
reward. Solid black. Call
354-8061.
6 Help Wanted




after 5 p.m. L-13.
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED Immediately!










position in local new car
dealership. Experience
not necessary, but
willingness to work and
learn is. If you are













TYPIST - Position uow
open for good, depen-
dable typiet with good
work record. Person
hired must be willing to
tube directions and get








capital to form a cor-
poration manufacturing
a limited production 4
--,wbeet-- drive vehicle
based on the Ford
Ranchero. This idea has
- over a million dollars
national sales potential.
Contact Phil Koehne.,.489-








„ _Investments $2,500 to












business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature • loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
__ ornp 6  per cent loans
All projects considered.
- -Cii1I -- 1-502-885-1795




- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD -USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
"WANTED - Beaver - 2
year old breeding pair
for restocking wild area.
Please reply to R. S.
Ballard, P. 0. Box 7345,
Louisville, Ky. RIKM"




$100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU








110 South 12th Street.
USED CROSS TIES -
exsellent for land-
scaping or fence post.










Itle ere martufm-tvrers of chemical sersciartties for the industrial
instihrtional end commercial markets.
If vete ere • hard worker with a strong desire to sacceeti, (soles
experience optional) we wAl invest our time and money to kelp
too became sactessfvf.
5200 to $350 weakly draw and intent3ves against liberal coin
missies's. Expense allowance while training Excellent fringe
benefits.





oneeleo .•••do goad nisTome re
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL


















after 4 p. m.159-4088.
USED FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator. Good




3 axle with hoist and 16





Avail Costly Um* Upon
Termite
& control
emit ed emus/ met U
mos. Os rat lip se, Aetna eel IA
fluilosd.






076 12 x 64 RANCH
HOUSE trailer. 1978
Regal Buick. 1978 Ford
. • truck.- Cheap. Call 759-
4106.
- -.-VEYSTOM MADE-mat--
'tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct
• _ from factory and save.
See their elegant
„ Bamboo, Wicker and
t._▪ • _ Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress-and
Furnttnie 1136 South-







J and B Music-
Magnavox, Dixieland
Center. Call 753-7575.
22. Mobile Home Sales





19. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for






32 Apartments For Rent
THREE BEDROOM,
unfurnished. No -singles.








first of February. Call
753-4331. _




chen and bath. $75 a
mOnth. Utilities paid.
Apply at Corvette
Lanes, 1415 Main St. or
phone 753-2202.
SLEEPING- ROOMS- for
boys, 1 block from MSU.
Call 753-1812.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR _LEASE - Two






Full time position. Excellent fringe
benefits. Salary commensurate with
experience. Apply at Trigg County
Hospital, Inc., P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz,









Call this number after 5-00 to assure prompt service nest day, 753-
3685
INSULATION'






















Female, 6 months old.






old. Black and rust. $150
or best offer. Call 753-
6255.
43 Real Esrafc,
P.:EMTP-titt A tsrrLE -
Just listed this ex-
tremely neat and at-
tractive 2 bedroom brick
home in Lynn Grove.
Recently redecorated
home on large lot and
located only 6 miles
from Murray. Priced ta
sell fast, under ;20,000.
Don't let this one get









88 ACRES located east of
Piiryear, Tn. on brick
top road. This CAD be
bbught for less than
WO,* per acre.. About - -





1071 Umted Feature Synthcsie Inc
. _
- ,-
" STILL tnrs OP 6OWL. GAMES TO -SE
PLAYE17-111E SOUTH 9`( SOUTtE_AST
PLAYS 111E44ORTH 1304 NORTHeAST.
THE FAR NOR-(11 PLANS -
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John. C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




and spacious 4 bedroom, -
21/2 bath home in
Gatesborough Sub-
division. Almost 3,000
square feet of com-
fortable, well-designed





private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on! Why not take a
look at this quality home
- it may be just what
you've been looking for.
Contact any of our full-
time Sales professionals
at Kopperud Realty, 753-
















Applicants must have minimum of 3 years industrial experience. Excellent fringe
byarefits-hospitalization, retirement, paid holidays (10) and vacation. Must be able
to reed schematics and have • good knowledge of AC and DC.
Phone or Write:
C. E. Steiert, Personnel Manager
General Tiro and Robber Co.
One General Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42066




Like this neat three
bedroom home just
waiting for your family.
Not much to do here as it
Is In tip-top co/saki&




,miss seeing this home























LET IT SNOW LET IT
- SNOW tEl IT SNOW--
but don't let it stop,you
front looTtIng at this 4
bedroom brick, 21/2 bath
home, family room with
fireplace patio and
many other extras. Call
753-1492... - LORETTA-
. 30ES_REAVORS.
THE HOUSE that does
double duty - a com-
fortable 2 bedrobm
home, large eat-in
kitchen on the inain.
floor plus one bedroom
apartment upstairs .
full .basement Owner-
, will consider renting
_lthoption to put-cruse._
753-1492. . .Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
WILSON
FARM PROPIRTT 41 ea;
farm wit% aps•rosasetely 35
acres readably. Leaned in
Crises ammunity.
1707 OUVI. 3 lieslroosi 2 heti
brick ham 2 biodu tram cam-
pus. lies smell upstairs apart-
ment and oisteched apertmeat.
Sheaf rent few $200 assettily.
041,500.
753-$263 ,Anytime
46. Homes For Sale
FOR REAL ESTATE IN
'78 - Contact KOP- BY OWNER: 3 large
PERUD REALTY, 753- bedrooms, 1'2 baths, all
1222. January sales carpet, drapes, central
already indicate a very heat and air, large lot,
active- year in the real fenced Iwictlart man),
estate market. 1.-et us --- -eitras. 2 miles 1;s11
assist you in selling your Murray off 121S. ;37,000.
home and-or locating a 753-9732 or 762-6970.
fine new home in 1978.
We have 5 full-time sales- --
professionals to assist 1167-11Customized, 40,000
you in any type real musk automatic shift
estate transaction. Villy SHARp. Caw 753,6328.  
not give us a call at 753- $2506.00.-
1222. Kopperud Realty
makes ,buying and
selling real estate easy
for you.















roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after.5 n.








thdinit nereice. No job





building site - Ideal
location on New Concord
Highway, Just one mile
from Murray. Ap-
proximately 140' high- -








WANT , YOUH" OWN
business? Here is an --
opportunity to be your
own boss in a thriving
restaurant. Located on
S. 4th St. Land, building
& equipment.-- .Call or





New battery. Call 753-
6103. _
FOUR WHEEL 'DRIVE
1975 - Jeep CJ-5. Low
mileage. Call 753-5532.
1969 SLUE CHEVELLE,




New tires, mag wheels,
sharp. ;750 firm. Call
753-0370- afte:r 5 p.m.
ONE TON -Ford tow




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.





septic tank wolls. Field








-we IcatIONC------Ca 11 -
Doug Taylor-ail:v.14310






















gutters. C111 I.3544961 -
or 1-362489L
PENCE SAES at Saari -
now. Call Doug Taylor




exterior._ Also dry wall





Company Inc. Air con-












Then LIST Your Home With US!
Idli 11011T1112tfi STOUT --
MEMBER INUITIPU urrime SEINICL
51 Services Offered
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
7U-6763.


































Qualifications- include solid background in
either military -or -civilian aviation en-
vironment. Experience directing and over-
seeing OJT maintenance trail:Ling, main-
taining SAM, CDC, JTS and other Or.' forms
is desirable. Thrability to train on a one-to-
one or -aditto-several person basis Is '
required.
If you're the type of individual who can meet
these qualifications, BHI would like you to
evaluate the advantages of living and
working in Iran. The challenge of a remote
assignment awaits those who can relocate
without children. However, Bill also offers
opportunities for employees with children in
major cities with adequate schooling &
medical facilities. We offer an excellent
compensation and benefit programs, plus
relocation and transportation expenses.
For immediate\ attention, please send
resume in confidence to:
Bell Helicopter International-






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Taber's Body Shop












_ __steering, 302 VA-motor-
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove

















Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Tirrnite
&Pest Coatvel


















and be_c_khee work  Hinman's Murray-CallowayFOR YOUR septic tank__
needs. Also septic tank County Hospital
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
Rentals
Moon, porde', woe, sewer,
11. power owl operxere togs mild













102 North 4th 'Street -





soiteh 121ei ot Sommers • , plumbing, heating and 802 N. lab Street












I Deaths and FuTh-Ciiiisi
Stanley Wall_Dies_,RitesMere Today
Saturday; Funeral
, Held Here Today
Stanley Wall, director-
emeritus of the West Ken-
tucky Rural Electric
• CuoperatCorporatipn, died
Saturcray at. fivk p.m.. 4 the
Puryear Nursing Home. He
ris years of age and was a -
resident of Murray Route Six,
A. B. Lassiter Road.
Mr. Wall served -es a
director of the WKRECC from
138 to July 1977, and as
secretary from 1939 to July
. 1.9n.dle was,a retired farmer
and dairyman, and .was a
inember of the First-United
Methodist Church.
The Calloway inan was
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Gracie Clayton Wall, in
March 1969. Born Nov. 3, 1889,'
in Calloway County,  he was'
the son of the late John Taylor
Wall and Lulie Wilson Wall.
Mr. Wall is survived by one
daughter, -Mrs. Lynn (Mar-
_ jorie ) Lassiter, Murray Route
Eight; one son, J. 0: Wall,
Murray, Route Six; two
sisters, Mrs. B Melugin and
Mrs. T. iFay) Sledd, both of
Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Helen Shirley Wall, Hazel;
four grandchildren, Mrs. Ben
Andrea) Hogancamp, Mrs.
Larry t Lynette) Tacllock, Dan
H. Wall, andibauld S. Wall;
four great grandchildren,
Ellen and Eric Hogancamp,
Kitriqadlock, and Shane Wall.
. The funeral was held .this
morning at ten o'clock at the
thaiIoftheJ.., FL. Churcidll.
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. James A. Fisher and the
Rev. Charles Morris of-
ficiating. Music was by the
Rev. Morris, vocalist, and
Mrs. Emma Knight, organist.
Active pallbearers were
Paul Scott, Kelly Brooks
McChist, Coleman McKeel,
RichardLassiter, Ruble
Thurman, and Stan Downs.
Honorary pallbearers., were
Hall McCuiston and members
of the Beard of Directors of
the WKRECC. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Nancy Walford
Dies At Age 55;
Funeral Wednesday
Word has been received of
the death 'of Mrs?' Nancy
Watford, mother of James Lee
Watford of Murray, who died
Saturday at the St. Joseph
Hospital, Lexington. She was
55 years of age and the widow
of John E. Watford.
Mrs. Watford, a resident of
Gilbertsville Route Two, is
survived by two daughters,..
Miss Barbara Ann Watford,
Lexington, and Miss Nancy
Catherine Watford,
Washington, D. C.; three sons,
William Monroe Watford,
Jacksonville, Fla., John E.
Walford, Jr., Connecticut, add
James Lee Walford, Murray.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Sister Callistus,
Louisville, Mrs. Mary Sample
and Mrs. Helen Close, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., and Mrs.
Betty Sydow, Arizona; two
brothers, Houston Able,
Colorado, and Callistus Able,
Gilbertsville.
The' funeral will be held
Wednesday at ten a.m. at the
Christ the King Catholic
Church, Lexington, with the
Rev. Joseph K. Rueter of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the St. Anne Catholic Church
Cemetery, Morgalifield, at
four p.m. on Wednesday. The
body is at the Kerr Funeral
Home, Lexington.






Murray's first and only com-
plete brochure   with-photos
and descriptions of our
listings.





Air Products  - 22.4 +kik
American Motors 3% ±¼
Ashland Oil 29% -%
 57% -%
Feed Motor Co. 40% As





Goodrich. 19% '14 ,





Western Union.  1644 -%
Zenith Radio  13% +kik
For Mrs. Conyer
Graveside rites for Mrs. C:
(Mozelle) Conyer of Oak
Ridge, In., will be held today
at three p.m. at the Coles
Camp Ground Cemetery,
Murray, with the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of local arrangements.
The funeral 20 4.1.4
stumpy et the chapel of the
Halley-Gamble Funeral
Home, Clinton, Tn.
- Mrs. Conyer, age 60, a
former resident of Calloway
County, died Friday morning
at the Fort Sanders Hospital,
Knoxville, Tn. Her father was
the late Stanley Vinson.
_. Survivors include her
husband, -C. E. Conyer, Oak.
Ridge,, In.; two daughters,
Mrs. Janet Wright, Denver,
Colo., and Mrs. `Jennifer
Queen, Springfield, Mo.; three
sons, Jack, Macon, Ga.,
James, Marietta, Gt., and
Jeff, Knoxville; her mother,
Mrs. Mae Vinson, and one
sister, Mrs. Otto (Elsie)
Johnson, Paducah; three
brothers, -Aubrey Vinson,
Paducah, Coy Vinson, Granite




Dies At Age 92;
Funeral Sunday
• Dave R. Morris, age 92, died
Thursday at 11:30 p.m. at the
_ Hv nry Cotui ty G eneral
Hospital, Paris, Th.
Born April 27, 1885, he was
the son of..the late Charles
Morris and Mary Bell Allen
Morris, and was married in
1921 to the former Nell Jane
Maddox who died Sept 19,
1971. Mr. Morris was a
member of the First Baptist
Church, Paris, Tn., retired as
mail carrier in 1946, and was
believed to have been the first
eity-mail carrier in Paris. Hs
had 33 years of service with
the Postoff ice.
the'country's needs. • -
It we's learned in advance
that the 1.9,0 budget provides
for outlays ofAust over $31/0
billion, making it the first
half trillion-dollar budget in
the natibn's history. Spending
in the current fiscal year is
projected at $462 billion 
The deficit in the 1979,disadvantaged persons,
budget-will bee-near-record.tspecially youths-.
Carter disclosed last Week It The -huge deficit in 1979 -
moves Carter further away
from his campaign com-
mit/tient to balance the budget
by fiscal 1981. And Carter ac-
knowledged in his economic
report to Congress last Friday
that it is increasingly unlikely
this goal can be met.
would be almost as high as the
billion tieficit in fiscal 1978,
which would make it the third
highest ever.
Tflt record deficit for any
single year was $66.4 billion in
fiscal 1976. The 1979 fiscal
year begins Oct. 1.
A great deal was .known in
advance about Carter's
budget. He has said it includes
his plan to cut taxes by $25
billion beginning on Oct. 1,
with $17 billion in tax cuts for
' individuals and $8 billion for
business.
He has also said that the
budget holds the increase in
real purchasing power to 2
percent. This is less than in
recent years and reduces the
federal share Of the nation's-
gross national product from
22.6 percent in 1978 to 22
percent next year.
forti.r _saidltiogeel is to-re.
duce the federal share of G-515-
"to 21 pereent-evehtually. -
The defense share of the
budget was • expected to 'in:
crease somewhat more than
the rest in terms of real
Purchasing power. Carter was.
expected to ask for future
spending authority for...defense
of about' $126 billion,- and
somewhat less for actual 1979
outlays.
- Defense .outlays this year
are projected at about $105
billion.
Mr. Morris survived by two The budget also includes the
daughters, Mrs. Dorris (Nell) following jobs programs, pre-
Kuykendoll, Paris, Tn., and viously disclosed by -Caii-er:
Mrs. -Sam tbfary)-Ptieltett-c7---:--;.:A---Ccibil-r-iliifi• of the
Victoria, Tn.; two sisters, public service employment
Mrs. Ruth Osborne, Puryear, program at the - 725,000-job
Tn., and Mrs., Nell Nance, level through 1979.
Hazel; one brother, Bob
Morris, Springville, In.; five
grandchildren including Mrs.
Victor Baldwin of Paris, Tn.,
with whom Mr. Morris
resided; eight great- grand-
children.' •
The funeral was held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with burial
About one-third of the
deficit, between $15 billion and
$20 billion, is the direct result
of his tax cut prbposals,
Carter said, which will reduce
federal revenues during 1979 if
Congress approves them.
Carter said in his economic
report that should there be
•'unusually strong growth in
the private economy" in the
next two years, a balanced
budget might still be poyible.
Boating Course
To Begin Tuesday
The first class of the 13-
lessen "Boating SititIn and
' Seamanship" course to be
taught by the Coast Guard
Aiiiliary in cooperation with
Murray State University will
be held at 7:00 p. m. on
Tuesday, January 24, in Room
106 of the Carr Health Building




also serve as registration for
-the mars., a spokesman salit,
While University students
may take the fiourse _for
credit,' local and area
residents may also take the
course, without credit, and are
encouraged to do so, the
spokesman added. A fee of $5
covers cost of the textbook and
materials, and additional
met/hers of the same famiry
may receive materials only




Federal State Market News Service
January 23,1878
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includest Daylng Stations -
Receipts: Act. 1126 Est. 800 Barrows &
Gilts from Thurs. .50.1.00 higher, from
Fri. steady - .50 lower Sows steady - 2.00
higher full advance on wts. over 500
US 1-2300002m $48.00-46.50
US 14 200-240 lbs. 145.75-46.25
US 2-4240-26012*. $44.75-0.75
US 3-4 360-200 lba. J43.75-44.75
Sows
US 1-2270-350 Its. 137.00-38.00
US 1-3 3004001ba. $36.00-37.00
US 14 4504001bs. 07.00-38.00




Luncheon To Be Thursday
"Poetry -Fin- YoUr 'En=
joyment" is the topic for the
luncheon set for Thursday,
'Jam '26 at 12:00 noon at the
Calloway County Public
Library. . •
"The prograin will be an-
unusual one as three local
people will be sharing special
poems," Mrs. Gerry Reed, p
staff member, stated. Mrs.
Reed will be coordinating the
Helen. Hodges, -local
dramatist aRd reviewer, will
Be the featured ipetiker. She
will read from Sarah
Teasdale's collection of poems
which critics )save called- the
most outstanding lyrical
works in American literary
history. Mrs. Hodges wilralso-
recite front Gibratt's "The
Prophet."
Dr. Bryan Thacker, local
chiropractor, will read from
his collect-ion of poems,
"Summer Winds and
Snowdrifts," that has recently
been published in paperback.
Dr. Thacker has been writing
for several years and ,has
conducted poetry readings in
several areas.
Carol Ann Snnonsa Murray
State University student and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Chuck Simons, will recite her
poem, "The Rainlady," which
has been published.- Miss
Simons plans to get a degree
in Creative Writing and has
already written several short
stories and poems. A display
of books from the library's
- poetry • collection te-td
display.
The menu for this fourth in a
series of luncheons sponsored
by the PubliF Library will
consist of Chili Mexicana,
Guacamole Dip with hot
Tacos, and Opal's Fie:Be
Cake. -
The luncheon is open to the
public and Mrs. Freed
suggests that people try to
Wednesday .at 446-p. -in.-
"I'm sure this interesting
-program will help relieve
much of the boredom that has
-prevailed on. many snow-
bound ,residents," Mrs.
MargaretTrevathan,





organization will hold an in-
formatibnal meeting Tuesday,
7 p. m., in the circuit cour-
troom of Calloway -County-
Courthouse.
According to organization
spokesmen, the meeting will
deal primarily with the
national organization's recent
trip to Washington, D. C. Some
29 farmers and others
traveled to Washington from
the Murray area last week to'
confer with national leaders.
Massenet's 'Thais'.
To Be On WKMS-FM
• Jules Massenet's seldom-
heard opera entitled "'Thais"
--friltbalmeadeast faitutke fir4
time by the Metropolitan
Opera on Saturday, Jan. 21,
and heard on WICMS-FM, the
public radio voice of Murray
State University.
To- begin at 1 p. the
broadcast of the three-act
production will be carried
through the' facilities of the
Texaco-Metropolitan-1%0*a
Radio Network at 91.3 on the
FM dial.
'„SoPitko711reiier-IY" Sills will
sing the role Of Thais. Other
prinnipal roles will include
baritone Sherill Milnes as
Athanael, tenor Jean van Bee,
in his Met broadcast debut, as
Nicias, and bass James
Morria_.aa..Talegnon., John
Pritchard will conduct.
During_ the first in.
tiiini.ksion, "-Opera News on
the Air," noted musicologist
Boris Goldovsky will offer a
musical and dr./010k
analysis of -Massenet's
"Thais." It was first- per-
formed at the Paris Opera on
March 16, 1894.
During the second In-
termission, panelists who will
be facing quizmaster Edward
Downes on Teaftco'-a . Opera
Quiz will be John Cbveney,
Washingtonmusic critic Paul
Hume, and London Retords
executive Terry McEwen.
Motor vehicles registered in
the United States number about
11 million, approximately 100
million more than in any other
nation._
Hillfollowing n the crest
Cemetery there.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger* -
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
fieublein Inc 
McDonalds Corp 
Ponderosa Systems 141/ unc
Kimberly Clark 421/4 'inc
ilium Carbide 391/4 unc
. WA. ariCe 2544 -1-%,
Texaco 26 -44
General Elec. 454 -4.
GAF 12 unc
Georgia Pacific 24% -%
Pfizer  27% A.......
Jim Walters 28% -%
KY3ch 22 +4
L:tsney 34% -%
- Prankbre Mint VA, As
Prices of stocks of tbcal interest at
noon ticlay funushed to the Ledger &
Ilmea by I. M. Simon Co. at Murray are
as follows:








• WASHINGTON • ( AP) - --A $1.2 billion expansion of
President Carter is sending the Youth Employment an0
Congress the first ,complete Demonstration Projects Act to
budget of his administration, _ provide work opportunities
describing it as "lean and and skill training for unem-
tight" but sufficient to meet ployed youth.
.demeastration-peoject
- to create 50,000 jobs as part of
Carter's overall welfare re-







systems agency serving west
Kentucky, is expected to
review health projects in the
meeting here Feb. 9.
-Purchase Subarea Review
Committee is slated to meet
and review the-projects Jan.
24 for the full council meeting
in Feburary, according to a
spokesman for Purchase Area
DeveroWeIli Di-stria:-
Projects to be reviewed
include: Development
Enterprises of Cleveland,
Tenn., change of ownership of
Piper Center Care Home and
climge of ownership of
A "Muur Memorial Home;
.Ballard Family Care Home,
establishment of a two bed
FCH; Ballard-McCracken
County Home Health Agency,
construct addition; Marshall
County Board of Health,
relocation of the health
department; Luna Evans
Skilled Care tlealth Facility,
six month extension;
Lourdes Hospital, two six
month extensions, Kent
Family Care Home, six
monthe extension; review oL...
both Special Supplemental
Food Prdgram for Women,
Infants and Children and
Kentucky State Plan for
Family Planning Services.
Health agency„meetings are
open to the general public.
-A 1$400 million ap-
propriation to create jobs in




from 4 p.m, to 10 p.m. on
Wednesday at Murray State
University has been cancelled
this week due to icy conditions
in the piteking lot at Stewart
Stadium. Daytime GED
testing from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
• 
- new.spager.r.egrrs that........an_Tuesdag_ggiljg rwkky
Five names for the Murray
Middle School honor roll for
the second nine weeks were
inadvertently omitted. in the
list published in the Jan. 12th





Hine, bad liebbie Houston, all
in the Seventh Grade.
these names were ix74:Indaid 'will be conducted as r. ed
Form 640 (Scat.) .6-77. PUBLISHER'S COPY
- Consolidated Reporl. of Condition Of" 
•
of _MURRAY  in the State of KENTUCKY 
business on DECEMBER 31  , 19 77  •
- State Bank No 207 
and DomestieSubsidiaries at the close of
BALANCE SHEEF ASSETS -Sch. item
1. Cash and due from banki -C -
_ u.S. Treasury Securities   8 -• • 1 E  
3. Obligations of other U.S.S.owernme_nt agencies and corporations 2 7 ....T.
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions 3 E . 
5. Other bonds, rtes, and debentures 4
6., Corporate stack
7. Trading account securities
8. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under -agreements to resell D 4
9. a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income) A 10
b.' Lew- Reserve torposstow toan tosses
c. Loans, Net
10. Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premrses
12. Real estate owned other than bank premises
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
14. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
15. Other assets
16, TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 15)
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corpora. 
tioLnlAsBILITIES Sch. Item Col,
  F ' If A
-,
18.- Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and-corporations F If B+C
19. Deposits of United States Government F 2 A+B+C
20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions - F 3 A+B+C
21. Deposits of foreign governments-and official institutions . . F 4 . A-+B+C 
22. Deposits of com'hierciai banks .  F 5+6 A+B+C
23. Certified and officers' checks  F 7 A
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 thru 23)
a. Total demand deposits .- . F ' A
b. Total time and savings deposits .   F 8 B+c
25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase E
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
27. Mortgage indebtedness
28. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding .
29. Other liabilities . H 9  
30. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures)















36. Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
37.* TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 32 thru 36)








































































1. _Average for 30 catendaulays ending with call date:
Cash and due from banks (corresponds to item 1 above)
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell (corresponds to item 8 above)
Total loans (corresponds to item 9a above)
Time deposits of $100,000 or more (corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus 3b below)
Total deposits (corresponds to item _23 above) f
Federal funds parctasee and wattles sold ander aftreernentS to repurchase (corresPonds to item 25 above)
Other liabilities for borrowed money (corresponds to item 26 above) 
2. Standby letter's of credit outstanding (as of call date)
3. Time deposits of $100,000 or more (as of call-date):
a. Time certificates of depositin denominations of $100,000 or More















I, .)Q.e DiCk ....... , of the above-nsted letratly :mt,r, that this report of condition
is true and correct, to the best of gity knowledge and belief.
Mary Warren Sanders
Udell Erwin 








(MASS Sworn to and rabecribed bel Mist aas stmuk.proti • ,NOTARY% IIWAL)
elkilletettag• R001191145. of the etediete:- " 
- • et - _
•  day.! :January
and I hereby 'certify that I am" not er or director o
cinotniesionasPiree . •
•
, es:
  /9..78.,
, Pit4e.
• '1
